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This study examines best practices for secondary literacy intervention and
instruction. It also exemplifies the ability of Arts Based Educational Research to give
voice to struggling and striving high school readers. This dissertation encompasses
three time horizons. The first was the crafting of a ‘non-fiction fiction ‘ play
(Goldenstein, 2013; Sizer, 1984). The play’s characters, setting, and plot, were built
on my review of literature, and years working with reading students as both a general
and special education teacher. The second phase, inspired by the Chicana feminist
epistemology process of testimonio, involved a student centered read through and
revision of the script. By doing so, I was able to gain an accurate reflection of student
attitudes about the artistic interpretation while gleaning information about their
experiences with reading intervention. This information was carefully considered and
is reflected in the final edits of the script. The last and final phase allowed for
reflection and the creation of a plan that would allow for further engagement with the
script in its revised form. I proposed a student read through with another teacher and
a new group of students, or a live read though by students for district leaders and

educators. Both opportunities were offered as a means to propose and create change
for reading instruction, intervention, and support.
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Chapter 1 – INTRODUCTION
Teachers often joke about how much easier this job would be without the
pesky children. While I totally understand that, I wouldn’t have a job without the
existence of those pesky children and, for the record, I like those kids and all
their “peskiness”. Still, there is something true in the sentiment. My carefully
thought out teaching plans should work, but all too often they fall flat. All the right
elements are included, but my good intentions and expert teacher moves can
bounce off my students’ apathy like a rubber ball hitting a brick wall, and it’s just
not the apathy pushing back. There is often anger, frustration, and insecurity
propelling the bounce. My Reading students don’t dislike Reading class, they
HATE Reading class, and I can’t say that I blame them.
Is teaching Reading bearable? Yes. Some days I really enjoy myself. The
kids don’t hate me, well, most of them don’t. I’ve been told, “Reading sucks, but
Mrs. Kramer is lit, so it’s not that bad.” (I checked, “lit” is a good thing). I work
hard establishing community by giving lots of positive encouragement, and some
days my plans do stick. Still, when I watch students peeling the plastic cover off
their binders in procrastination, glazing over in a day dream when they should be
reading, or when I conference with them and they admit that they didn’t meet
their weekly reading goal because they say they had homework in other classes,
I can’t help but wonder, Is there a better way? And if so, what can I do?
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CPED
My need to find answers for my students and myself led me to the
University, where I joined the latest cadre of teacher scholars who were also
seeking knowledge. The Carnegie Project on the Educational Doctorate (CPED
program) is a practitioner-centered program with a mission to nurture educational
scholar-practitioners. As explained by Margaret Macintyre Lata and Susan
Wunder (2012) in Placing Practitioner Knowledge at the Center of Teacher
Education: Rethinking the Policy and Practice of the Education Doctorate, CPED
works to foster and create agents of professional practices who then become
creators of change. It is a tenet of CPED that academic institutions of higher
education should honor practitioner knowledge and encourage PK-16
educational stakeholders as educators explore issues in their own dynamic
professional environments. It is there, in their classrooms and daily work spaces,
where practitioners are best able to re-envision policy, practice, professional
learning, and goal setting in the 21st century.
Readers should know that it is within the expectations of the CPED
program for students to explore their problem of practice in the way that is most
meaningful to them. As you read you may note that this allowed me to step
beyond the confines of the traditional dissertation, taking liberties with not only
the writing structure, but in the very nature of my research, data collection, and
analysis of outcomes.
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Overview of problem of practice
This dissertation focuses on best practices in high school literacy, and
giving voice to underrepresented, struggling, high school readers. Without
consideration of student opinions, experiences, and needs, the work of reading
interventionists (like myself) can only go so far. In this work, I outline the broader
concerns of struggling and striving readers with a more in-depth look at the
impact on special populations, such as Special Education students and students
who are English Language Learners. I then look closely at issues for these and
other students within the current systems of reading intervention within my own
district. I present five core challenges that I addressed throughout the project.

Overview of the project
This dissertation encompasses three time horizons. The first phase
captures my efforts to improve reading intervention for my students which led me
to craft a 'non-fiction fiction' script (Goldenstein 2013; Sizer, 1984). This creative
writing brought together my review of the literature and the accounts students
and teachers had shared with me over the years. The second phase consisted of
a nine-week test and revision of that script with then-current reading intervention
students that allowed me to assess its ability to serve as an accurate and
accepted reflection of student attitudes. This phase also provided time for editing
to improve the writing when it fell short of the combined expectations of both
students and author. The last and final phase allowed for reflection on both how a
revised script might function specifically as an important vehicle for reading
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engagement with my oftentimes skeptical students and how this exercise more
broadly points to possible changes in reading intervention instruction at the high
school level.
I used an arts-based research approach within the context of two all-grade
high school reading classes in an urban, Nebraska school district. Prior to
teaching the class I authored a realistic fictional script that was composed by
aggregating and blending the personalities and reader identities of various high
school students I had known in past classes, as well as traits of struggling
readers encountered through professional readings. The students then read the
script, taking time to identify the parts of the piece they connected to personally,
and shared what aspects of their reader identities they felt were missing from the
short play. That feedback allowed me to rework and expand the script to better
represent the students and thus better inform instructional decisions being made
in regards to curriculum and specific classroom interventions.
The students’ engagement with the text provided not only a valuable
source of information for me as the teacher, but served as a powerful learning
opportunity for the students. Consistently during the reading of the play these
‘behind grade-level’ readers demonstrated engagement. This was evident in their
careful consideration of text and the feedback they provided. For students who
bear pejorative labeling such as ‘struggling readers’, engagement is crucial in
addressing and improving decoding and comprehension skills (Learned, 2018).
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Overview of findings and next steps
In its polished form, the revised script will serve as a means to connect
other teachers and administrators to a better understanding of the needs of this
population. In the classroom, the use of reader profiles in monologue form or
monologues presented in an extended play such as this one may serve as a tool
for teachers like me who could customize the original script to use with their own
students. The script could also provide inspiration and structure for educators to
critically reflect on and respond to the identities of their students through their
own creative writing. In addition to providing a conclusion regarding what I
learned through this process, Chapter 6 explores ‘next steps’ that convert what I
learned to improve my own practice to broader guidance about what, more
generally, we might do to better serve reading intervention students at the high
school level.
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Chapter 2 – LOCATING HIGH SCHOOL READING INTERVENTION AND
STUDENTS IN THE EXISTING LITERATURE
It is important to establish the influence that my sixteen years as a special
education teacher has had on my understanding of reading intervention for high
school students. When the focus of one’s day to day work is supporting
struggling students, I feel it is essential that a certain level of hope and optimism
fuel philosophy. I have long sought out the findings of researchers who agree
that, while it will rarely be an easy task, students with and without disabilities can
learn and grow in their reading abilities, even at the high school level
(Scammacca, Roberts, Cho, Williams, Roberts, Vaughn & Carroll, 2016). The
effects may be small, but this growth overtime will have a meaningful and
practical impact on their quality of life. This progress requires appropriate,
evidence-based interventions and high quality instruction from the teachers and
others who work with struggling readers.
Before diving into evidence-based interventions, it must be clear that there
is not one mode of instruction that fits all students at all times (Hamann &
Reeves, 2012). Despite the flashy packaging used to tempt teachers and their
district leaders to purchase products promising to “fix” the ills of struggling
readers, no such book or program exists. It is only by addressing students’
individual reading needs and offering authentic differentiation in instruction that
teachers can appropriately respond to learning differences (Allington 2001;
Heacox, 2017; Learned, 2018; Shanahan, 2003; Tomilnson, 2017). There is not
one ‘silver bullet’ reading intervention that is superior to others, because students
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have difficulties with reading for many reasons. Even after finding success in the
intervention setting, struggling readers may require further classroom support in
the content areas to help them transfer literacy skills to their history, science, and
elective courses (Irvin, Meltzer, & Dukes, 2007, p. 77).

What Strategies Are Best?
Due to the Arts Based Educational Research (ABER) approach of my
study, I am looking at broad reading instruction that will support students in
Reading Intervention classrooms and in content area classrooms. In their
extensive efforts to reconcile the research on adolescent literacy research with
that of optimal practices with ELLs at the secondary level, Meltzer and Hamann
(2004, 2005, 2006) identified three areas that quality literacy instruction needs to
encompass. These include practices to increase student motivation and
engagement, generic literacy and learning practices, and content-specific literacy
practices.
Increasing student motivation and engagement
To increase student motivation and engagement a teacher must help erect
a sense of psychological security for students. This is a multi-faceted process,
but to summarize, it really means, looking at individual needs, providing
meaningful reading materials, and creating an environment where students can
learn.
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Building a Classroom Community
It is essential that teachers get to know their students and build
community around the unique personalities of the students in that class (Davis,
2007). Teachers can use this information to inform classroom practice (creating
groupings, differentiating assignments for interest and ability, as well as building
relationships with students who may be reluctant to engage in instruction). How
teachers move forward with this process of finding the personality of each class
varies. In my school setting, some teachers find beginning-of-the-year “get to
know you” activities are effective. Other teachers prefer to get to know students
through teacher/student conferences and from what students reveal in their daily
assignments and projects.
In intervention classrooms, building classroom community can be a
challenge. This is in part because of the years of negative school experiences
students bring to the classroom. Learning to read has not been an easy and
enjoyable experience for many teens in intervention courses (Hamann & Malone,
2020). The experience can be even more intense for marginalized populations.
Medina and Luna (2004) found that Mexican American students enrolled in
special education experience alienation from peers, disinterest in learning tasks,
and anxiety related to classmates and teachers.
For these students, it is essential that a teacher takes time to establish a
relationship and a sense of trust. “Get to know your student. Put yourself in your
student’s shoes and look at the world from his eyes or from her past experiences,
and empathize with where he or she is coming from” (Canter & Canter, 1993).
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The impact of a strong classroom community can affect more than reading
performance. Students who learn within a caring classroom environment tend to
find their school experience to be enjoyable. As a result, they are more
motivated to learn. They also demonstrate strong conflict resolution skills and
are active contributors to the classroom community because of the sense of
empathy they develop within the caring classroom environment (Ellerbrock,
Abbas, Dicicco, Denmon, Sabella, & Hart, 2015). Time invested in the classroom
community will create more learning time later because students are more
engaged.
Engagement and Motivation
Once a community has been established, engaging the minds of reluctant
readers becomes essential. “Engagement is obviously a central aspect of
effective teaching. If students are not engaged, there is little, if any, chance that
they will learn what is being addressed in class” (Marzano, Pickering, &
Heflebower, 2011, p.1). Engagement can be achieved in a variety of ways but
the most engaging classrooms touch on the affective side of learning, provide
intrigue, hold attention, connect to a student’s personal goals, and sense of
self-efficacy.
A reading teacher’s ultimate goal is to go beyond compelling student
engagement for the duration of a lesson to instead create lifelong learners who
have a passion for reading. This is perhaps the most challenging aspect of
reading instruction. It is also one of the most important. “Engaged readers are
more likely to enjoy reading and to read frequently. The frequency of reading
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itself relates strongly to children's achievement in reading, which opens many
possibilities for children and adolescents. When children are engaged in reading,
many positive things can occur for them” (Wigfield, 2003, p. 61). Some
researchers argue that (most) teachers are very adept at teaching the act of
reading, it is teaching the value of and a love for reading where we fall short
(Layne, 2009). Teachers should foster different types of reading pleasure so that
students can understand and appreciate the personal, intellectual, and social
benefits of Reading. To do this teachers can attempt to connect kids to many
different types of texts that can appeal to each of these reader identities
(Wilhelm, Smith & Fransen, 2014 ).
Implementing a quality reading program that fosters motivation involves
knowing one’s students, helping kids connect with text that is engaging, modeling
and inspiring good personal reading habits, getting kids to talk about books,
celebrating books, and reaching goals by monitoring, and rewarding progress
(Meltzer & Hamann, 2004; Wilhelm, 2016). When creating kids who love to read,
there will be setbacks, so teachers have two more pieces to consider, and those
are perseverance and positivity. This is not just for their students, but for
themselves.
Stanford researcher Carol Dweck (2008) studied these aspects of
motivation and established the concepts of fixed and growth mindsets. Teachers
who have a growth mindset love to learn about people, their content area,
themselves, and about life. Teachers with a fixed mindset tend to see themselves
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as finished products tasked with the job of passing on their acquired knowledge
(Dweck, 2008).
A positive mindset propels teachers to take risks, and constantly build
their teacher “tool box.” It does not mean that teachers reduce expectations to
keep everyone happy. Students shaped by a teacher with a positive mindset see
failure as a learning opportunity (Ritchhart, 2015) and thus are more motivated to
meet the high expectations of their teacher.
Setting High Expectations for Learning
Students unfamiliar with high expectations may need encouragement to
transform their reader/learner identities. “As students explore and experiment
with possible selves, teachers can encourage them to try on new reader
identities, expanding their visions of who they are and who they can become”
(Greenleaf & Hinchman, 2009, p.6).
For teachers, providing such support requires creating opportunities where
kids can feel successful. Gloria Ladson-Billings (1995) asks that teachers
process their plans with a mission of culturally relevant pedagogy where students
first experience success, then develop and/or maintain cultural competence, and
finally that they develop a critical consciousness which can be used to challenge
the status quo.
Teachers must do more than just make students “feel good”, they must
have their academic needs met, and their skills abilities valued and channeled
positively (Ladson-Billings, 1995; Topple, 2015). Once students feel valued they
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are more apt to be receptive to the reading opportunities they are presented
(Meltzer & Hamann, 2004).
Choosing the Right Books
With reluctant readers, a teacher may have a host of activities and lessons
to address comprehension, vocabulary, and fluency but still find that student
progress is limited. This is often due to the material that students are using to
apply and study the concepts. Choosing the right book can make all the
instructional efforts click (Wilhelm, 2016). But with varied interests and abilities in
a class, this can be tricky.
There are physical aspects of books that appeal to students. These
include: Thin books and short chapters, white space, well-defined characters,
plots with a lot of action that begins right away, mysteries, funny books, and
realistic language. Teachers should “sell books to students” by reading aloud to
them. They should take their classes to the school library to explore what options
are available. Teachers should take time to learn their students’ interests and to
read the books that they are reading. “You can know your students, know what
students like in a book, know how to connect kids to books, but if you don’t
actually know the books, then you’ve still got a problem” (Beers, 2003). Having a
rich mental catalogue of titles to suggest to readers can make a difference when
talking to students about their interests and the types of books they enjoy
reading.
When selecting books for students, engaging them with quality fiction is
important, but reading teachers today have another challenge, especially when
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supporting students at the high school level. Standards, assessments, and
curriculum demands have shifted in a way that students today are required to be
as confident with non-fiction skills as they are with fiction skills. Non-fiction must
be part of a quality reading intervention program, but what does that mean for
instruction?
Reading non-fiction does require a different skill set and level of effort than
fiction. Non-fiction readers must question the text, the author, and our own
understanding of the topic. They must also be aware that as readers, our views
and attitudes can change over time. This creates a greater sense of reader
responsibility in that students are expected to explain their thinking, and provide
text evidence at a level and in a manner not required with fiction (Beers & Probst,
2016). Reading teachers are then charged with the need to teach strategies to
analyze text structures, access difficult vocabulary and ask critical questions of
the author, the text, and the connected implications for daily life (Meltzer &
Hamann, 2005; McLaughlin & DeVoogd, 2004; Wilhelm, Baker, & Dube, 2007 ).
Content and curriculum delivery at the high school level tends to be
traditional with the teacher at the front, reading one shared text to and with
students as a whole group (Kohn, 2008). Often little differentiation is provided
under the well-intentioned reasoning that if the text is at an appropriate level,
students will be successful. The reality is readers need much more than the
occasional clarifying question answered. They need direct instruction in how to
approach different kinds of texts and strategies to help them process complicated
information. Graphic organizers, sentence stems, guiding reading questions, text
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summaries and pre-teaching vocabulary are all ways to connect students to
challenging text.
Reader’s Workshop
As teachers begin to consider balancing content with the needs and
interests of diverse student populations, the reading workshop becomes an
alluring option (Atwell, 1988). Once an elementary phenomenon, this means of
instruction is gaining popularity in the upper grades. Secondary teacher
researcher Julie Lause (2004) began implementing the reading workshop by
utilizing student selected literature, while she incorporated short approachable
texts for large and small group mini-lessons, and mixed in conferencing and
assessment to create an experience where students were engaged, supported,
and successful. The workshop model truly is a means to manage the variety of
needs in a classroom. One of the best things about the reading workshop is it
allows for differentiation, for interests, choice of text, and instructional needs
(Brunow, 2016). Teachers can easily utilize a variety of modes of instruction in
this model. To bring this overtly back to the theme of this section, the workshop
model can, among other advantages, allow direct attention to student motivation
and engagement.

Literacy and Learning Practices
Literacy instruction should cover four domains: Word Knowledge,
comprehension, fluency, and writing (Shanahan, 2004). Accepting that there are
conceptual and pragmatic intertwinings between reading and writing but also that
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the focus of my classroom and problem of practice is with reading, this section
does not address writing as much. Instead the emphasis is on information
concerning code-based reading practices.
Word Knowledge
An assumption at the high school level is that all kids reach this level with
a basic understanding of phonics (e.g., Meltzer & Hamann, 2004), but this is not
always true. Poor reading comprehension is attributed to reading comprehension
challenges, so when students lack strong word recognition skills they can benefit
from word-level reading strategies. (Chall & Popp, 1996; Hanford, 2020,
Kilpatrick, 2015; Lewin, 2003; Willis, 2018).
Still, few high school English, Reading, and even Special Education
teachers have the training required to meet the needs of this population
(Wigfield, 2004). The needs of students with dyslexia and other learning
disabilities likely require individual or small group instruction from a highly
qualified Reading Specialist. Such specialists have expertise in how the brain
learns to read, and understands the developmental sequence of instruction
needed for students to advance in their skills. Such an expert can also provide
instruction to students with Speech Language Impairments and, sometimes,
students learning English, who may need intensive work with vocabulary and
language acquisition.
Not all students need this intensive word-level reading instruction, but
those that do benefit from ‘beginning at the beginning’ with the alphabetic
principle, phonemic awareness, and blending. That base allows instruction to
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move onto syllable structure, morphology, and rules of orthography. Students
with more advanced skills will likely work through the early steps quickly with
most high school readers spending time working on longer more complex words
where syllables and morphemes come into play.
Researchers Devin Kearns and Victoria Whaley (2019) recommend the
following strategies to improve polysyllabic word reading. First, identify syllables
in words using simple principles, then learn and know different pronunciations of
single-letter vowel sounds, next, work toward reading polysyllabic words using a
flexible strategy and finally practice correcting mispronunciation. Within these
steps there are various sub-strategies that can be applied, such as identifying
syllables.
As high school students face complex words in the subject areas such as
Science, it is important that they are provided with explicit and sustained practice
in reading such multisyllabic words (Bhattacharya, 2020). This means explicit
instruction in segmenting and assembling syllables and morphemes with
repeated practice opportunities until the student demonstrates skill mastery. It is
only after students are confident decoding the words in front of them that they
can begin a deeper dive into comprehension work.
Comprehension
Reading comprehension is not a singular thing, but a multi-faceted
process that requires a great deal of focus and energy from our students.
Teaching the brain to read is no small task. Making meaning from text or spoken
language is a merging of prior knowledge, personal experience, and vocabulary.
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These, mixed with reasoning, create understanding, but those processing skills
first require basic reading skills, fluency, needed vocabulary, and background
knowledge (Willis, 2008). Students striving to make meaning from text benefit
from explicit comprehension.
Examples of explicit comprehension instruction can vary classroom to
classroom and student to student. Because reading comprehension is a
multi-faceted ability it can not be taught by any one set of strategies. Teachers
must carefully assess the needs of each specific learner and help them build
their own individual skills set (Catts & Kamhi, 2017). Teachers at the secondary
level have found providing broad strategy tools to students give them a place to
start, while allowing teachers to provide more specific comprehension support in
small groups and one on one opportunities.
The purpose of reading is to gain meaning, which is what comprehension
is and it’s not a singular skill. When meaning breaks down, students must be
taught to fix their comprehension and repair their understanding of the text.
Corrective, or “Fix It” strategies can be linked to specific student comprehension
needs (Tovani, 2000). In class, when students are struggling with making
meaning, In large group lessons, students can be redirected to these learning
strategies. These strategies can be hung on posters, or printed out on
bookmarks. The goal is to keep the strategies readily available when students
are reading, which provides individualized, meaningful, intervention when and
where students need it most. Teachers can also provide a range of support
actions like stop and think, write about what you’ve read, and visualizing.
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Visualization strategies encourage students to draw, describe, or identify through
other visual mediums (clip art, paintings, even sculpture and acting) what they
are seeing in their mind as they read. These strategies give an opportunity to
engage, and connect with text in meaningful ways.
To further support students in their reading comprehension, teachers must
provide students with a framework for before, during, and after reading (Lewin,
2003). Pre-reading includes examining text structure and making predictions. For
teachers, this is the opportune moment to build background knowledge and
bolster the schema needed to understand the concepts students will encounter in
the next step.
Lack of background experience too often keeps students from accessing
higher-level text. Students can lack general background knowledge, specific
topical knowledge, knowledge of story structure, and may struggle creating a
situation model because of their limited experiences (Kilpatrick, 2015). It is
essential that teachers provide explanation and activities to give students a
strong foundation before accessing text. Providing cross-curricular thematic
lessons and movies/videos can keep students engaged. Open-ended
discussions promote connections between student experiences and new
knowledge (Willis, 2008). Filling the gaps in student background knowledge
allows them to better immerse themselves in the reading process and stretch
themselves to new learning.
After, the next step is the first dare or the first reading of a passage or
chapter, which for struggling readers can be challenging. During this time,
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teachers can continue to provide scaffolding as students progress though the text
(Tomilson, 2017; Robb, 2016; Serravallo, 2015). Teachers can support the
‘during reading’ process with concept mapping, double entry journals, paired
reading, partner reading, use of reading guides, and story mapping. Following
the first attempt, students should revisit the text by reviewing key sections,
passages, or paragraphs in order to repair breakdowns in the comprehension.
Teachers can guide students to try different approaches and teach various
strategies to encourage this process of returning to text. These can be as simple
as having students reread to get back into their books, to more involved
processes like retelling, or providing students with questions that can guide them
when they need to “fix the fuzziness” (Serravallo, 2015).
Finally, students need the opportunity to share their understanding with
others and stretch to a deeper understanding of text. At this stage students can
revisit passages and analyze characters, and explore theme and story topics.
Students can also begin to make real word connections to text, and identify life
lessons offered up by the characters experiences in the text.
Critical Literacy
During this deep dive students should have an opportunity to delve into
the application of Critical Literacy Skills (McLaughlin & DeVoogd, 2004). Critical
Literacy focuses on the power of language and writing. Through analysis and
evaluation, students are able to pose tough questions and explore how the text
connects to topics of equity, power and social justice.
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In a classroom where Critical Literacy is common practice, teachers
provide supplemental texts (e.g., films, newspapers, poems). By providing these,
students can readily examine different perspectives, and multiple versions of a
story, issue, or theme. Teachers may intentionally select texts that allow students
to experience a resistant perspective written by a person or persons with an
alternate background. When compared with the core classroom text, students will
be able to identify how race, culture, gender, sexual orientation, religion, and
socioeconomic status changes how a piece of fiction or nonfiction is presented.
Critical Literacy is not limited to reading alone. Teachers can create
opportunities for students to further connect to text by having them write their
own counter narratives. It is in this meaningful writing that students can begin to
see themselves in literature and make crucial classroom to community
connections. When possible, teachers can help bridge student enthusiasm for
issues studied in the classroom through social justice projects and activities.
Fluency
Fluency is an essential piece in reading success as students need to be
able to read quickly to be able to effectively learn from what they are reading,
especially in content areas. However, it is important to know that it is much more
than repeated and timed readings). Fluency has lost its lure in recent years, but
there is a case for keeping quality fluency instruction as part of reading
programs. Fluency can have a significant impact on both the reading disposition
of students and their overall achievement, especially those who struggle
(Risinski, 2012).
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Fluency instruction and practice should encompass aspects of word
recognition, automaticity and prosody, as well as comprehension. For older
students, this can be challenging as they are resistant to reveal that they are not
fluent readers. Teacher modeling is essential, as is practice reading aloud in
activities like buddy reading, practice with punctuation, direction on how to match
voice to meaning, and keeping eyes ahead of the words. These smaller activities
can build to readers theater, delivery of speeches and even poetry readings
(Serravallo, 2015; Wilhelm, 2006; Worthy & Broaddus, 2001).
Teachers must also remember the value of daily practice utilizing silent
sustained reading with interesting and accessible texts (Beers, 2003). Setting
realistic and challenging weekly reading goals for personal reading can help
students build fluency and reading stamina. Teachers can further bolster fluency
by gradually recommending texts of interest that also offer greater complexity
(Kittle, 2013; Serravallo, 2015).

Content-specific Literacy practices
Content area teachers can struggle when students are not prepared to
address the challenges of classroom texts due to an inability to read fluently
and/or comprehend the text (Chauvin & Theadore, 2015). When students
experience setbacks, it is important that content area teachers provide reading
strategies and direction for students when they are asked to work independently
with text. Tasks and tools for summarizing, questioning, and making inferences
can help students with comprehension. Still, with these comprehension strategies
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in place, vocabulary can continue to be an obstacle for students understanding,
and may need special attention.
Vocabulary
Teachers and researchers have identified that vocabulary is a major factor
in reading success. When students come to school with a deficiency in their
working vocabulary, they start out behind their peers, and often never catch up
(Hiebert & Kamil, 2005). Well-meaning but misguided teachers find that as an
opportunity to fill students up with vocabulary (the ‘banking education’ that Freire
[1970] worried about). This can look like memorizing long lists of vocabulary,
often found on the first pages of a science or social studies chapter. These words
are sometimes defined early on, but then get little more than a quick mention
when bolded words appear during the whole class reading of the textbook.
Students too often have options for meaningful word study before they are
drilled on a worksheet, and quickly assessed on the unit test. As soon as that test
is done, students move onto a new unit with a new list of vocabulary and the
process is repeated. Educators must be careful to also teach students how to
seek out their own means of understanding new words and find ways to make
them apply and make sense within their own experiences (Zwiers, 2004).
There are many ways to introduce, practice, and use new vocabulary
words so that words do not become an obstacle to student learning. Brain
research in the area of reading tells us that to ensure success and keep students
engaged and motivated throughout vocabulary instruction, teachers should make
sure that material resonates, that skills are reinforced, and that new words are
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frequently rehearsed (Willis, 2008). It is through engagement and repetition that
students hold onto new words and use them meaningfully.
When selecting words teachers should consider context and use that as a
guide to determine which words will receive more reinforcement and rehearsing.
“If the context is specific enough for students to recognize, define or make sense
of the word and if there is enough information to allow students to connect the
word to their background knowledge, no additional instruction is necessary. If not,
the word or concept requires teacher mediation” (Allen, 1998). Allen’s advice is a
good place to start, but the pure volume of words a student encounters in a
lesson, let alone in a unit of study requires more specific guidance.
Teachers should prepare for instruction by selecting useful words that
students will need to access in the present, and the future. Careful consideration
should be given to these words, and a plan on how they will be presented should
be developed. These can be done in part by providing student examples to
illustrate (visualize) the words, as well as providing non-examples to show what
the word is not (Archer & Hughes, 2011). Despite narrowing the list, building
background knowledge is important and should continue to be included in
presenting and working with new words.
RTI – Utilizing a Response to Intervention Model
The Response To Intervention (RTI) model provides guidance for teachers
and administrators wishing to improve pedagogical processes for reading. RTI
was introduced at the time of the 2004 reauthorization of the Individuals with
Disabilities Act (IDEA). While RTI is not formally part of the law, it was
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popularized around this time as a means to efficiently and respectfully identify
students with specific learning disabilities. In a successful RTI plan, students can
and should receive (first) additional literacy supports within the context of their
regular education classroom; (next) a second layer of intervention in the form of
regular assessment, intense targeted instruction in the form of small group
support; and (finally) if the student does not demonstrate growth with the
previous intervention, a pull-out reading class under the guide of a special
educator or reading specialist (Brozo, 2011). Movement through the RTI process
is fluid and allows students to access their highest level of independent learning
while receiving the appropriate level of intervention as needed.

Conclusion
In this chapter I have attempted to include what researchers and teachers have
established as best practice in high-school reading intervention. Attention has
been duly focused on the students involved in those interventions, as their
motivation and engagement prove essential when examining the effectiveness of
literacy practices. The core elements of good literacy and learning practices
continue to include word knowledge, comprehension, fluency and writing. These
are supported by the essential content specific literacy practice of vocabulary
instruction and the implementation of well organized and executed response to
intervention systems (RTI).
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Chapter 3 – IDENTIFYING AND ADDRESSING THE PROBLEM OF
PRACTICE
Per my charge as an educational doctoral student who was to identify and
attend to a problem of practice, I considered multiple means of addressing the
problems I see in my high school Reading classroom. I even considered taking
on the structures and systems currently limiting student progress in and access
to education within this district. While smaller in scale (and professionally safer)
than a full on teacher-led coup, I determined that my work would have the
biggest and most immediate impact if I focused on the students in front of me,
rather than a focus on the greater system, although, if I could show the system a
better way to get these skeptical and self-doubting students to engage with
reading, I realized that was something I perhaps could take to the larger system
(albeit after the completion of this dissertation).
Initially, I looked carefully at what could be done with data from classroom
reading assessments and my collected observations of student response to
interventions. While I knew there would be much to work with, this alone was not
scratching my itch as what the Carnegie Project on the Education Doctorate calls
a ‘scholar-practitioner’.
Thankfully, I had the good fortune to take in a class that focused on critical
and anti-colonizing theories in education. Inspired by the writings of researchers
who work to give voice to underrepresented populations (e.g., Anzaldua, Saldivar
& Valle, 1987; Bhattacharya, 2016; Espinoza-Dulanto, 2017; Huber, 2009, and
Ladson-Billings. 1995). The problem of reading instruction in high school was not
mine alone to solve, but something to be conquered by all stakeholders (i.e.,
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building and district administrators, classroom teachers, specialists, parents, and,
most importantly, students). In order to address the negative aspects of the
current system of intervention, I knew I had to give voice to the students who are
placed in Reading classes. Yet I also knew (even before the COVID-19 epidemic
made everything much more complicated) that getting an IRB to focus on my
own students and their vulnerable status would be difficult. In lieu of that more
conventional route, I realized that I could create a curriculum product and see if
students thought it sufficiently described their various realities, aspirations, and
struggles. Moreover, I could see if, as a teacher, I found that such a product
could effectively engage my students.
Teacher-created and teacher-implemented improvements in instructional
practices can do much (Latta & Wunder, 2012), but in my own classroom, despite
my whole-hearted and professional investment in the process, the work I was
already doing was only getting my students so far. I knew that I had to learn their
opinions, experiences, and needs to implement more effective reading
interventions.

Struggling readers
Universal concerns
Individuals with low literacy skills find themselves trapped in a cycle of
poverty with few options for employment. En masse, globally, this population
strains health and welfare programs and contributes to higher crime statistics
(Cree, Kay, & Steward, 2012). Although a developed nation, the United States is
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not immune from illiteracy, nor aliteracy (referencing those who technically can
read but don’t [Decker, 1986]). According to an American Psychological
Association study, a third of U.S. teenagers haven't read a book for pleasure in at
least a year (Ducharme, 2018). Still, teens are putting down books and picking
up their phones to text and scroll through social media posts and other forms of
digital media, so an unwillingness to engage with text isn’t exactly the problem.
Reading scores for students in high school continue to decrease, with only
a third of U.S. students finding themselves “college ready” after high school
graduation (Camera, 2016). Each year the test scores are reviewed revealing the
ever-widening “opportunity gap” between those who are college ready and those
who were denied the chance to have the experiences necessary to reach that
goal (Ladson-Billings, 2006). The solution in most schools is an attempt to
remediate these low achievers to help them catch up and in my district this looks
like placement in Reading classes.

Special Populations
Special Education
The problem confronted by Reading classes is not the act of intervention
per se., but in the overly broad means of intervention we provide for high school
students in my district. Intervention for students who struggle in reading at the
high school level is necessary, especially for students with disabilities in the
areas of reading and language, “It is easier to address reading disabilities in the
primary grades, but it is important not to abandon the hundreds of thousands of
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adolescents and young adults who are reading impaired and who will still commit
to reading instruction” (Lovett, Lacerenza, DePalma, & Frijters, 2012, p. 164).
For many students, placement in Reading classes often creates a
situation where students have to drop a Special Education class. Those classes,
like Intervention and Strategies, are taught by special educators and are
designed to support students with their coursework while also addressing specific
IEP goals such as organization, work completion, and basic math and reading
skills. Other classes students are asked to drop in order to add Reading are
those that address graduation requirements, like Geography or Algebra. These
classes are taught by special education teachers who implement a uniquely
designed curriculum to address skills taught in the required general education
classes in a developmentally appropriate way. Due to the small number of
students these courses target, it is important that students take them when they
are available. These classes are not more important than Reading classes, but
for the targeted students, they clearly are not less important either. Mandating
that students drop one class for the other can put them at risk of missing credits
needed for graduation, and missing out on support necessary to pass classes
and make progress on their individual education program (IEP) goals.
Engaging classes, like welding, physical education, and art, can also be
casualties of Reading classes being added to schedules. Students who struggle
with reading can find solace in courses where their talents and interests are
closer to the fore. For special education students, it is these classes that make
school a place they want to be. They also present, often through hands-on
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experiences, ways that students can use their talents and interests in their post
secondary pursuits. Many a student has found their passion for a career in
welding, auto repair, or landscape management through their experiences in
elective coursework
Reading Intervention classe are an appropriate intervention for a student
identified with a Speech Language Impairment (SLI) or a Specific Learning
Disability (SLD) since these students regularly are achieving at lower levels in
both their ability to decode and comprehend grade level materials. Conversely,
other Special Education verification types do not automatically lend themselves
to a need for reading intervention. Students identified as Other Health Impaired
(OHI), Emotionally Disturbed (ED), or SLD in Math may not have demonstrated a
need in the area of Reading. These verifications are determined by the
Muti-Disciplinary Team (MDT) using more sensitive assessments and a wider
collection of data points than the MAP test. Still, the same factors that identify
them as Special Education students, can also make high-stakes testing
situations difficult, and may lead to low scores and mandatory placement in the
ill-suited intervention of Reading classes.
English Language Learners
My district, like many districts, is faced with the rapidly growing needs
created by increasing numbers of English Language Learners (ELL). This is not
unique to Nebraska, “There are larger numbers of English language learners
enrolling in their (middle-level and high-school educators) schools than ever
before, and ready or not, teachers are responsible for their students’ learning and
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academic literacy development” (Meltzer and Hamann, 2006, p. 33). My school
does not provide ELL services (they are available at three of the district’s six
comprehensive high schools), but because the families of ELL students can
waive their rights to services, some identified ELLs and former (exited) ELLs are
part of our enrollment. In waiving these rights, these students and their families
also waive a more holistic assessment of academic skills and must pass the
district-wide Reading Graduation Demonstration Exam (RGDE).
Students who are learning English require a special approach to literacy
support and instruction. As LaCelle-Peterson and Rivera (1994) long ago noted,
it is hazardous to assume that what works for monolingual students who use the
majority language also works for second language learners like ELLs. But at my
high school, despite their unique needs, many ELLs end up in the same Reading
classes as native English speakers when they fail to meet the RGDE
requirement.
It would be valuable for ELLs to receive individualized interventions based
on needs presented in their coursework. ELLs at different levels of language
ability and aptitude require varied levels of support, depending on their
confidence with the subject matter in their first language, their background
knowledge on a given topic, and the amount of structured support made
available to them (Ortega, 2015). In the classroom, these supports may come
from peers and general education teachers, but outside of class, the support
could come from the home or the community. Some reading strategies are similar
for ELLs, "Strategies and instructional routines such as repetitive language, rapid
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pacing, modeling, time to practice and discuss reading, and systematic and
explicit instruction are beneficial with ELLs with reading difficulties” (Vaughn,
2018). Still, each student deserves to be matched with an appropriate level of
support based on their changing needs.
I acknowledge that there are overlaps in the needs of ELL students and
other reading students (Meltzer & Hamann, 2004; 2005). I also must
acknowledge that at the high school level it is not uncommon for students to
already have strong literacy skills in another language. They may need support
with phonemic awareness, fluency and vocabulary, but because of their previous
experience and success they can process through the reading curriculum quickly.
Our reading intervention courses were not designed anticipating ELLs would
enroll in them, as their needs were to be met through separate programming.
ELL programming is much more flexible in its ability to meet the unique and, at
times, quickly developing skills of ELLs.
Racial and Socioeconomic Factors
Inadvertent marginalization of students is not an issue unique to the
system that I teach in and this is the sad reality of a system built on colonizing
attitudes (Tuck & Yang, 2012). Millions of students from low-income and minority
backgrounds are denied access to advanced coursework and a wide variety of
courses (LaCour, York, Welner, Valladares, & Moiner-Kelley, 2017). Yet this
distance between students and high-quality learning opportunities are all too
often justified with a student’s failure to meet an established test score
(Ladson-Billings, 1995). Literacy and reading ability are multifaceted. A holistic
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assessment of student needs should be conducted (Brozo, 2011), with several
data points considered before they are placed into a course of intervention.
Although shaped more by working with adults than adolescents, Paulo
Freire has guided educators to a greater understanding of learning, particularly
scholarly inquiry and the student’s role in the learning process. He reminds
educators and policy makers that students are not vessels to be filled, but
instead are active stakeholders in the learning. He cautions us to remain on the
“side of freedom, not against it” (Freire, 1970, p. 80). To do this, teachers must be
vigilant in their pursuit of inclusion and the continuation of access to learning.
Any situation in which some individuals prevent others from
engaging in the process of inquiry is one of violence. The means
used are not important; to alienate human beings from their own
decision-making is to change them into objects (Freire, 1970, p.
93).
To Freire’s point, we can see students’ forced placement in reading intervention
classes as prospectively alienating and their de facto blockage from other
classes as perhaps even more so.

District concerns
By the time a student is seated in a high school reading class, they are
likely in their tenth year of literacy intervention. These struggling readers can
hardly remember a time when they weren’t enrolled in some kind of reading
support program and from their perspective, these supports didn’t help. With
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each passing year, despite their best efforts and oftentimes after demonstrating
measurable growth, they were scheduled back into reading intervention classes.
Now, in high school, Reading takes them out of classes they actually like and
experience success—electives like Physical Education, Music, or Art, which are
the classes that make school interesting. They are even sometimes taken out of
classes they formally need, like U.S. History and Civics, which are required for
graduation.
Per my district’s policy, all students who have not met the graduation
requirement by scoring above the 40th percentile cut-score on the MAP
GROWTH reading assessment, must be continuously enrolled in a Reading
class until they are able to meet the graduation expectation. It is important to
note that this district does offer a proxy or alternative to meeting the MAP cut
score. Students with Individualized Education Plans (IEPs) may meet through
their Reading Course work if it is deemed appropriate by the IEP team and
approved by district curriculum specialists. This option becomes available in the
second semester of a students junior year or during their senior year. Seniors
without IEPs may also meet by completing the Reading Advancement proxy
course during their senior year, and only after they have participated in three
years of Reading intervention courses work and attempted the MAP test. During
the Covid-19 pandemic the district made no accommodations beyond those
already established (i.e., there was no new, temporary exemption to ‘testing out’).
The students who have yet to meet the graduation reading requirement
are placed in intervention classes even if other indicators tell us they can read.
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Following district guidelines, I have placed into Reading classes gifted students
(i.e., both students who I think are ‘gifted’ but also some formally designated by
the district as fitting in that category) who read beautifully but suffer with terrible
test anxiety. I’ve had to enroll a student that napped during the exam, despite
later discovering that he could devour hundreds of pages in a Stephen King
novel with ease. These readers are then mixed in with English Language
Learners , students with (IEPs), and kids who have moved in from out of state
and just happen to have a class that looks like Reading somewhere on their
transcript. All of these kids end up together in my classes, and sometimes the
only thing they have in common is that they don’t want to be there.
It took me a great deal of reading and years of experience wrestling with
the issue of high school Reading classes to get to the heart of what is flawed in
my district’s current means of reading instruction and intervention. Initially I
thought the problem was the curriculum. However, when I sat on curriculum
committees, I realized that teachers do have access to quality materials and for
the most part they have adequate autonomy to provide quality instruction. I then
pointed my concern to the assessment used for student placement, but after the
adoption of a nationally normed test (The NWEA - MAP) which replaced the
locally created newspaper-based assessment, I felt secure that we had a better
picture of student skills. (While the test proved a reliable assessment tool,
reservations remained for those students who suffered test anxiety, or for those
whose behavior rendered the results inaccurate.)
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I studied the issues surrounding my concern for Reading classes first as a
special education case-manager and not yet as a doctoral student. From that
perch I watched helplessly as kids on my caseload failed Reading class, skipped
Reading class, and all too often floundered through a series of Reading courses
with no measurable growth. I worked then beside Reading teachers as a Special
Education co-teacher hoping to identify holes in the curriculum and errors in
strategy delivery. More recently, I became a Reading teacher, planning,
instructing, and assessing my own classes of students. With each minute in the
Reading classroom, I grew more and more frustrated with what we were doing,
or rather not doing, for students.
Time and in-depth reading on the topic of instruction, learning, and
equitable practices has led me to understand the primary problem with reading
instruction at my high school. It is apparent that in the district’s quest to “save”
students who struggle with reading, teachers, administrators, and district policy
makers (all with the best of intentions) have identified students who do not meet
the established level of proficiency. These students are then unilaterally
showered with supports, which at my high school looks like 90-minute pull-out
Reading classes that are offered at a minimum two quarters each school year
until the student is able to test out. It will take only moments for a perceptive
‘teacher eye’ to identify that students of color, students with disabilities, students
identified as ELL (English Language Learners), and students receiving free and
reduced lunch are disproportionately represented in these courses.
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While the mission of the adults who make these placement is to narrow
the achievement gap and build students up, the reality is that the patterned, wide
placement in intervention classes creates greater problems. (I am intentionally
using ‘achievement gap’ here rather than ‘opportunity gap’ [Ladson-Billings,
2006] to convey the dominant framing of the problem, even as I find ‘opportunity
gap’ to be a more equity-oriented stance that I use elsewhere in this
dissertation.)

Five Core Challenges
In response to what is happening in my district specifically, I have
identified five core challenges for how this reading phenomenon is addressed.
These core challenges will reveal themselves in the student feedback presented
in Chapter 5 and will be further reviewed in Chapter 6. Pulling students out of
general education courses so they can attend Reading classes creates five core
challenges.
1. Enrollment inhibits a student’s ability to earn credits needed for
graduation
2. Participation prevents access to classes of interest and those that
students find motivating.
3. Using test scores for placement can wrongly identify students
needing reading support. For example, special education students
whose primary disabilities are in the areas of behavior, attention,
and anxiety may test poorly, but be competent readers.
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4. Reading classes are not designed to be ELL (English language
learner) classes, and placement in these classes can keep ELL
students from exposure to content, limit their opportunity to work
with content specific vocabulary, and separate them from strong
peer and adult language models.
5. Reading courses unfairly and disproportionately target students of
color and students of poverty.
While these may collectively look like a hypothesis, one grounded by
professional observation, they are much more. These core concerns first serve a
diagnostic purpose, which is essential as I work to implement effective classroom
practices for my students. Next, the concerns provided a means of scaffolding
which was essential in the writing of the script. Finally, because my students so
identified with the script and its characterization of these core challenges, there
was opportunity for students to view me not only as a teacher -playwright, but as
their advocate and ally.
In review, my problem of practice is not just a personal classroom
concern. Reading and reading intervention concerns educators, students, and
parents across the nation. Special populations such as Special Education
students and English Language Learners are disproportionately impacted and
represent the wide range of needs found in Reading classes. Because of what is
happening in my district, I have identified five core concerns for how this reading
phenomenon is addressed, which will appear later in my reflection.
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Chapter 4 – RESEARCH METHODS AND CONSIDERATIONS
If my problem of practice has been to figure out how to better engage
struggling readers at the high school level, both in my own classroom and
prospectively those of my building colleagues, district colleagues, and even
educators elsewhere, then a more particular focus of the study has been to
consider whether we are adequately considering/understanding the
circumstances and perspectives of the students we are charged to teach. To give
a voice to high school students enrolled in Reading classes like mine, I have
used Arts Based Educational Research (ABER) methods here as a springboard
for students to connect to and share their own reader identities. I have wanted to
capture student voices to inform practitioner recommendations and decisions as
to best practices in high school Reading Interventions.
Yet as this chapter lays out (among other things), at least three challenges
have confronted my goal of capturing student voice. First, struggling readers
don’t like talking about their struggles with reading and, given that my
professional role in their lives needs to be teacher ahead of researcher, I need to
prioritize my teacher responsibilities over what is interesting to study if/when both
hats don’t fit. My teaching is in jeopardy if my research quest leaves them
uncomfortable, ashamed, or withdrawn. Second, the process of securing
permission (and IRB approval) to study one’s own students can be daunting and
can reasonably (if simplistically) raise the question of whether I am present (as a
teacher) to help them or (as a researcher) to study them. Third, the pandemic
has complicated everything, including my district’s willingness to support
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research. (My district is usually amenable to well-crafted studies, but with the
pandemic the logic is that research, as an ‘extra’, adds to an already exhausting
load related to hybrid teaching, remote instruction, uncertainty, and more.) My
research design then needed to work around each of these challenges while still
helping me answer important questions.

Orienting Questions
My primary research question asks if the use of “nonfiction fiction” (Sizer
1984) about learner experiences in high school reading can provide insight into
best practices in the high school reading classroom. While this is sufficient for the
broad scholarly task of this work, the teacher researcher in me needed this work
to provide me with meaningful information that would inform my daily practice. I
wanted my dissertation work to be at a benefit to my students first, and address
my scholarly curiosity second.
To ensure that my students’ reading needs were kept central, I have
posed some orienting questions, which should not be confused with the broader
guiding question of my research. These questions will be reviewed in Chapter 6
as my work with students during the reading of the script did yield some valuable
answers to these questions.

ARTIFACT 4.1 Orienting questions:
1.

What is the Reading class learning experience for students in this

district like?
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2.

To which interventions have students responded positively?

(Interventions include, but are not limited to, pull out instruction in Reading
classes, small group intervention, push in reading supports, Interventions
and Strategies (resource) classes, RBD (drop in resource), and Tier 1 in
class supports provided by the classroom teacher).
3.

To which interventions have students responded negatively?

4.

What have/do students and research share(d) about best practices in

Reading intervention for secondary students?

The Path to ABER
I have established that my means of addressing these questions ultimately
fell in the vein of Arts Based Research Methods (ABER) and, while I plan to
explain in depth the rationale for selecting this method over others later in this
chapter, I wanted to first outline ABERs positioning among research
methodologies more commonly represented in educational research. As I looked
for the best fit for me in terms of my students, my teaching, and my scholarly
interests, knowledge of the following concepts secured ABER as the mode that
would best allow me to meet my research goals.
Qualitative Approach
Qualitative research methodologies allow researchers to apply and
promote de/colonizing epistemologies and methodologies. It is important to me
that I use my position as both teacher and researcher to give voice to the
students that are placed in Reading classes. My students include those who
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have been unfairly pushed to the margins in their educational experiences. To
process and present my findings, I would like to use creativity as inquiry
incorporating art-based research via play writing.
I believe that research can be a means to create change. It is my hope
that the synthesized stories of my students and my own reflections and
recommendations will be heard and that our combined perspectives will improve
reading intervention and instruction for students in classrooms across the district,
while also encouraging decolonizing and anti-racist practices.
Decolonizing and Critical Theories in Research
Henry Giroux challenges academia to view teachers as intellectuals who
have the knowledge, power, and ability to shape theory, curriculum, and
implementation of learning tasks, “It is important to stress that teachers must take
active responsibility for raising serious questions about what they teach, how
they are to teach and what the larger goals are for which they are striving”
(Giroux, 1985, p. 3). If teachers are to take this charge seriously, they must be
willing to question the very foundations on which our schools are developed.
When Gloria Ladson-Billings and William F. Tate IV in 1995 published their
article Toward a Critical Race Theory of Education, they asserted that race
remained untheorized. They pointed to a long history of segregation,
marginalization, and isolation perpetuated by generations of inequity and
property/landowner issues. Their call to action demanded that educational
researchers consider that, “The voice of people of color is required for a
complete analysis of the educational system” (Ladson-Billings & Tate, 1995. p.
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60). Since this charge, educational researchers embraced individual
experiences, asking tough questions about race while building a framework for
critical race theory in Education.
This early research grew to embrace new perspectives, including Latino/a
Critical Theory (or LatCrit) and Critical Gendered Epistemologies
(Delgado-Bernal, 2002; Calderon, Delgado-Bernal, Huber, Malagon, & Velez,
2012). Authors began to acknowledge the intersectionality (Crenshaw, 1991) and
complexity of these different experiences and created new opportunities to give
voice to the oppressed. “These systems of knowledge, or critical raced-gendered
epistemologies, emerge from the experiences a person of color might have at the
intersection of racism, sexism, classism, and other oppressions”
(Delgado-Bernal, 2002, p. 107). While these studies focused on marginalized
communities and primarily adult perspectives, their work opened up doors for
classroom researchers like me who want to shed light on the experiences of
young people within educational contexts.
When using a critical paradigm for research it is paramount that
researchers, particularly teacher researchers at the secondary level,
acknowledge the problem of isolating and excluding their research participants.
When a researcher controls the agenda, it is easy for power differentials to
develop (Scotland, 2012). Power differentials develop when the researcher has
or is perceived as having more authority, agency, or knowledge than others
involved in the project. Most often this impacts research subjects with little
expertise or authority. Subjects who feel threatened, or insecure can influence
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research outcomes by revealing too little, not enough, or by adjusting their
responses to please the researcher. To combat this, researchers are exploring
ways to include participants more actively in the research process. L.P. Huber
worked within the framework of Chicana feminist epistemology to use the
process of testimonio. Doing this allowed him to include research participants in
all stages of the data collection and analysis processes (Huber, 2009). This
ensured a continued balance of power and a true representation of the
experiences of the women involved.
This move toward critical consciousness, and social justice must be done
with care. As a member of the dominant culture, it is easy for me to be motivated
to do good for the wrong reasons or to have my intentions inhibit my
seeing/understanding any hazards of my actual practice. Villenas (2002) has
referred to this as benevolent racism. Tuck and Yang (2012) lay down a powerful
charge to evaluate motives, so that our decisions to serve as advocates and
change makers are not made in order to relieve our feelings of white guilt or to
turn a blind eye to our part of a long history of colonization where white privilege
and power have permitted and perpetrated harm and risk to the oppressed.
Critical Ethnography
While ultimately my research took form through ABER research methods,
it was through critical ethnography that I initially began framing my first thoughts.
Because of its role in the early stages of my work, it is important to describe
critical ethnography and its relevance. The goal of critical ethnography is to
critique systems of power, particularly those of hegemony, oppression, and
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marginalization. In my case, the goal has been to consider how reading
instruction mattered or made sense for my high school students. This resulted in
my questioning the current reading intervention systems to determine if they
further isolated students from opportunity, or if the interventions indeed promoted
access to power for all. Ethnography also emphasizes the study of culture and
the examination of how culture is re-created or changed in at least loosely bound,
identifiable “wholes” like classrooms (Erickson, 1984). As such, ethnography also
points to how different people and different types of people—like students and
teachers—can be part of the collective creation of meaning systems. Students
and teachers serve as the culture sharing (and culture making) group of study,
even as we do not exist in isolation from dynamics outside the classroom (like
our school, district, community, and country).
Characteristics of ethnography pertinent to this study include developing
an accurate picture of the group culture, looking for patterns of the group, and
depending on the participants views to create a new understanding (Creswell, &
Poth, 2018). However, as noted, I pursue these aims by writing a realistic fictional
account, a play, and then ask those with actual experiences like those of the
fictitious characters depicted to comment on how much the account resonates.
Attending to the adjective critical, I have my fictional account also shed light on
issues of power, inequality, hegemony, and marginalizing practices (although
those are not the terms I use in the play).
Linking ethnography to the theater is not new. Ethnotheater allows for the
analysis of interview transcripts and field notes as one would analyze characters
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or scripts. It allows for an enhanced understanding of relationships and
perspectives, and provides an opportunity for a visual analysis of field work
(Goldenstein, 2013; Saldana, 2003). While my initial and revised scripts were not
derived from word-by-word transcribed interviews and field notes, I did decide to
transfer my researcher knowledge into theatrical form as theatre performance
and playwriting was an artistic medium I was familiar with.

Art Based Educational Research
As I began to shape my plan for research, I struggled greatly with seeing
how best to include my students in the research process. I feared my reluctant
and struggling readers would not be able to provide me with the rich narrative
data I was hoping for. Countless attempts at student interest inventories about
reading have taught me that students who do not like to read also do not like to
talk about their reading. I had to find a way to present the concepts and ideas of
what it means to be a struggling reader in a way that would urge (dare I say
“trick”?) them into talking and writing about their reader identities. I found the
solution in Art Based Educational Research (ABER).
ABER dissertations involve an inquiry rich process and value the
perspectives of both research practitioners and research subjects. Such
dissertations offer a:
Commitment to creative ways of knowing and researching as a
journey of transformation. They are seeking to spell out in theory
and practice how poetry, drama, fiction, visual art, and performance
all contribute to ways of knowing and becoming, to conceptions of
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epistemology and ontology (Sinner, Leggo, Irwin, Gouzouasis, &
Grauer, 2006, p.1237).
Using my years of experience working with high school students as
inspiration, I decided to author a ‘non-fiction fiction’ script, which was composed
using the personalities and reader identities of various high school students in my
past classes as well as incorporating traits of struggling readers I’ve encountered
through professional readings. (Non-fiction fiction was the strategy used by the
late educational reformer Theodore Sizer, in his widely-read Horace Trilogy
[Sizer, 1984; 1993; 1996] that argued for substantial changes in American high
schooling.) I presented the students with a rough draft of my script, complete with
spelling errors and miscopied pages. While not initially intentional, the errors
proved to add an informality to the material that put the students at ease. My
classes then read the scripts together, taking time to identify the parts of the
piece they connected to personally, as well as sharing what aspects of their
reader identities were missing from the short play. This input allowed me to
rework and expand the script to better represent the students. Because of this
experience, I as a teacher researcher, felt better about my abilities to make
informed instructional decisions related to curriculum and specific classroom
interventions. I also had a new resource with which to engage colleagues and
administrators as we try to troubleshoot our current challenges with teaching
Reading at the high-school level.
ABER is defined by design elements that combine the process of inquiry
and the content of research. It can encompass the use of essays, theater, poetry,
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and visual and performing arts (Barone & Eisner, 2006). To better understand this
phenomenon scholars must look at the purpose of such research, the
characteristics of the method, and the different forms this work can take.
The purpose of ABER is to encourage new ways of looking at teacher,
student, and researcher experiences in education, expanding current
conversations and shedding new light on those things that can become
commonplace,
Arts-based research offers possibility of moving in multiple
directions, producing multidimensional knowledge, and developing
contradictions and tensions, all the while playing with form and
content to provoke people into dialoging, imagining utopian
solutions, and identifying appropriate actions identified through their
agentic negotiations (Bathattacharya, 2013, p. 612).
This orientation towards greater change is one of the major characteristics of
ABER. The arts provide fertile ground for researchers with agentive purposes
and responsibilities.
The characteristics of ABER push against some traditional formats of
research, which follow a standardized process and expect certain types of
product. Language is a common aspect of ABER, particularly when used to
evoke not just an academic understanding of concepts, but an emotional one as
well. “Literary language is designed to stimulate imaginative faculties, inviting the
reader to fill gaps in the text with personal meaning” (Barone & Elliot, 2006 p.
97). How those gaps are filled relies much on the chosen art form.
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ABER can take many forms, including narrative forms and storytelling,
educational criticism, as well as nonlinguistic forms such as photography, music,
and dance. The format is generally selected based on the researcher's area(s) of
artistic interest or expertise, and is applied in a manner that best matches the
content of the research. A visual mural may show the researchers insight into the
complexities of life, while a series of photographs can show inquiry and collected
analysis of literature, interviews, and journals. The creation of a visual book or
participant involved theatre performance allows for imagination and problem
solving through performance. Creating a series of sketches of research
participants creates a multi-sensory way of exploring findings, a means of arts
embodiment (Keifer-Boyd, 2011). The challenge to determine what is the best
method, can be discerned with one question, “Will the participant’s story be
credibly, vividly, and persuasively told for an audience?” (Saldana, 2003, p. 219).
If the answer is yes, the researcher can proceed, but the determination of what is
a quality ABER project must be carefully thought out.
When assessing the quality of ABER, Barone and Eisner (2006) set forth
a set of indicators. Quality ABER creates illuminating effects that bring attention
to concepts that have been ignored. The work should promote new questions
about the topic being explored, and the findings should offer generalizability
allowing the researcher and his or her audience to make new connections. I
mainly consider these indicators of quality ABER in Chapter 5, but it is worth
noting here that my research design has intended to bring attention to concepts
that have been ignored (i.e., students’ takes on what is problematic about the
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reading classes they have to negotiate), promote new questions (if we concede
that those who struggle to read need direct help, are there better ways to provide
it?), and point to some generalizability (while my inquiry is specifically related to
my own practice, I am not the only high school reading teacher in my school or
my district, and my students are not the only ones who chafe at the current
arrangement).

Population and Sample
School
My study takes place in a large school district in the Midwest, a district
large enough to include six comprehensive high schools and five focus-based
smaller high schools. The most recent school profile of my workplace reported a
population of 1,953 students, 46% of whom are female and 54.0% of whom are
male. We also reported a 94.4% attendance rate. Demographically, 81.5% of
students were White, 0.3% of students were American Indian or Alaska Native,
2.1 % were Black or African American, 3.4% were Asian, 7.9% were
Hispanic/Latino, 0.1% were Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander, and 4.7% of
students were two or more races. (It is worth pointing out that in my district and
state Hispanic/Latino is treated differently than it is by the US Census; on the
Census someone who identifies as Hispanic is also asked to identify their race; in
contrast, for school statistics a student who identifies as Hispanic/Latino does not
count in another category as well. To count as both ‘Hispanic/Latino’ and ‘White’
or ‘Black’, it is probable that some students identify as ‘Two Races’)
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Based on participation in the lunch program as poverty indicator, 18.5%
students at the school site qualified for free or reduced lunch, indicating a
relatively low level of poverty. The school’s Mobility Index was 5.7%, offering a
ratio of how many students had changed schools (not counting arriving 9th
graders) in the last year in comparison to the total student population. The
percentage of students who were identified as gifted or highly gifted is 22.2%.
This particular high school did not have an English Language Learner Center
(across the district there were four). Nonetheless, at the time of my study 87
students were identified as qualifying for ELL services, although their families
had waived their rights to those services so that these students could attend my
school.
In relation to the other public high schools in the district, my school’s
enrollment is more White (81.5%), more affluent (only 18.5% free and reduced
lunch), less mobile (5.7% mobility index), and by a large majority first language
speakers of English (only 87 students could qualify for such services).
Districtwide, we are 65.3% White, 47% free and reduced-price lunch eligible, and
7% English learners. We slightly exceed the district average for mobility, but so
do all of the high schools. Yet all of these realities about the school writ large,
which contribute to its broader community reputation, mean that many of the
students I teach are actually invisible in the broader narrative of who attends my
school.
This high school is unique within the district as it is the only high school to
offer a 4 x 4 block schedule of 90-minute blocks. This means a student taking a
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full course load will participate in four classes per term with four terms in one
school year. If students are required to be enrolled in reading classes for
consecutive terms (as often happens), this means that for multiple terms in a row
a quarter of a student’s schedule is in a class that may feel stigmatizing, even if
they need it (or something like it). The high school is accredited by the North
Central Association Commission of Accreditation of Secondary Schools.
Students enrolled in Reading classes are all individuals who have yet to
demonstrate reading competence at or above the 40th percentile using the
NWEA MAP Growth +6 reading assessment. The students who offered feedback
on my script had MAP scores between 197 and 217 (40th percentile).

Expectations for Research Practice
My district has the following expectations of research practices within this
district:
a.

Arrangements for obtaining consent of parents/guardians, if

necessary, will insure informed consent.
b.

The work will not take away from instructional time

c.

The work will not interfere with the time and energy of other

teachers
d.

The work will not interfere with the time and energy of

administration or office staff.
e.

The data collection will be developmentally appropriate and will

not put students at risk.
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f.

Procedures to insure confidentiality of responses will be

communicated to the district
a.

A coding system to shield student identity within field notes

b.

Synthesis of findings will be completed in a way that

combines student stories, making it difficult, if not impossible for
readers of findings to identify the source.
g.

To the researchers knowledge no such district data collection is

currently planned, nor is a competing research project in place.
h.

The content appropriate for a school setting.

i.

The researcher has not embarked on a previous study

j.

The researcher will avoid the first month or last quarter of the

school year for data collection, unless special approval is obtained.
k.

The request will be submitted in a timely manner.

While the strategy I used to pursue this study does not readily match
those that the above guidelines anticipate, none of what I did contradicts any of
these guidelines.

Inquiry in the Time of COVID
I would not be adequately addressing all the considerations that went into
this research process without addressing the Covid-19 pandemic. This
world-transforming event influenced this research and our school several ways.
After a disrupted Spring that ended with almost two months of remote instruction,
all our district high schools began the fall semester of 2020 on a hybrid schedule
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with roughly half of students attending in person two days a week and half the
students attending three days per week (and then alternating the next week). On
the days that students were at home, they were to participate in synchronous
ZOOM instruction. Because the split was alphabetical and systemwide (A’s-L’s
last names one day, M’s to Z’s the other), ‘halves’ were not always equally sized.
Sometimes the splits were pretty equal, but for some of my sections, one half of
the alphabet ended up significantly smaller than the other with one of my groups
having only two students. I drafted my script over the summer, but I had students
use it in the unusual and distracting circumstance of our Fall hybrid model.
This lack of balance and the challenge of engaging students on ZOOM
(some would turn off their cameras and go back to bed, or, as one student
confessed, to go fishing) made the initial readings of the play lack-luster.
Because students were not present daily in person, I also found that building a
classroom community was a slower process. Still we persevered. At the time of
data collection I did have concerns that the students did not yet feel comfortable
enough to provide the open honest feedback essential for the success of this
project. So I was very proud that when it came time to commit to the task, they
took their role as critical agents of change seriously and provided engaged,
useful feedback for my script revision.
Class make-up was an anticipated concern early in the study. While I
hoped to include the stories of marginalized students of color, and those in
poverty, I was unable to control enrollment beyond reading level. I was pleased
that while statistically few in number, I was able to incorporate the experiences of
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students from diverse backgrounds as well as those who identify with the
dominant (White) culture of our school.
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Chapter 5 – THE ARTISTIC RESEARCH PROCESS
To better orient my readers to the ABER process, I am reporting events in
three specific phases: Pre-presentation, Presentation, and Revision. During
pre-presentation the idea of the script was conceived and fleshed out The
presentation of the script was when I read the play with my students and
collected feedback to confirm/challenge my findings. During this phase I also
added new information, and considered student recommendations. The final
phase included revisions to the script based on my experiences with students
during the presentation phase.

Pre-Presentation
Writing Process
In my initial committee proposal, I had planned to write only monologues. I
was not going to include stage direction nor dialogue between characters. After
my committee asked me to write one monologue to see if I was up to the
challenge, I created the first one about the character I later named John.
John personified readers who could read, but didn’t. He also gave voice
to the many students who are incorrectly placed in reading classes because of
behavior. Over the years students have given me many reasons why they didn’t
do well on the Reading placement test. For the character John, I decided to have
the emotional trigger being his struggles with the “boring as hell” nature of the
test and his conflict with adults who can escalate an already negative situation for
students. Luckily, this first attempt was well received by my committee, so I
continued in the work.
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In the writing of the full script I made notes of characteristics I wanted to
include. I also had a list with daily instructional strategies and activities that could
help create a realistic classroom situation. Beyond that, I let my imagination do
the work. At the risk of sounding a bit crazy, I admit that I, like many writers, see
and hear the characters I write about, which is a phenomenon described by
scholars at Durham University. Their work was conducted at the Edinburgh
International Book festival in 2014 and 2018 (Foxwell, Alderson-Day, Fernyhough
and Angela Woods, 2020). In their interviews, they discovered that nearly
two-thirds of the authors said that they heard their characters voices. Half
identified that they could sense them by other means. Over half reported that
their characters possessed agency, making their own choices, even if those
wishes went against the author’s own.
I cite this research in hopes to help the reader understand the process in
creating this piece of fiction/non fiction work. As the characters “told me” their
stories (in my head), I was connecting to my brain’s rich catalog of observations
and memories of specific children. For additional ideas, I also pulled reader traits
from authors who describe struggling readers well (e.g., Beers, 2003; Mueller,
2001; Strommen & Mates, 2004; Tovani, 2000; Wilhelm, 2016; Willingham, 2009;
Woods & Jociou 2013, and likely others).
This premise of a researcher being “in the midst” of the research is not a
new concept to academia. Jean Clandinin and Michael Connelly discuss the
concept of the three-dimensional inquiry space and how it allows researchers to
move between “intimacy with field participants and a reflective stance” (p.95). In
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this, they were referring specifically to field texts. While I was not recording
in-the-moment live experiences, so the tie Clandinin and Connelly is more
analogous than literal, I was immersed and responding critically within the
fictional reality I created. There was intimacy and I took reflective stances.
It was in this creative mode that other characters came to me. Characters
with rich stories of their own. I could imagine us (teacher and students) in my
classroom with students interacting, and reacting to instruction. It is through this
imaginary that I determined this script was no longer separate student profiles,
but in fact an extended one act play with stage directions that could further
illustrate student and teacher actions that were not captured through dialogues or
monologues alone.
It is important to note that with Jose, (and all characters in the play), the
names of the characters were selected from various websites listing the most
popular baby names in the world. None of the students involved in the project
questioned or challenged the names, though admittedly they were not directly
asked their opinions about that element of the piece. As a writer and researcher, I
did want to represent the racial, ethnic, and gender-diversity of my classroom. In
theater, these moves are generally made by careful casting decisions. In my
situation, diversity was created by the use of popular baby names from multiple
countries and a few carefully placed lines (e.g., Hiroshi indicates he is from
Japan). Any negative connotation between a name, a character’s presumed
racial or ethnic identity and the corresponding characterization are strictly
accidental and not intended to imply or reinforce stereotypes. A major guideline
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for this study is to remain inclusive of multiple perspectives and to consider
voices of the marginalized and underrepresented at my school and in broader
society.
I found this intersection between academic knowledge, personal
experience, and creative expression to be one of deep reflection. While in the
midst of writing, I was fully immersed in the work and able to experience all
aspects of the research (researcher and student perspectives, research
readings, and practitioner knowledge) I had encountered up to this moment of
writing. In the writing I was able to interact with each element simultaneously.
To make sure that I included as many aspects of daily classroom life as
possible, prior to writing, I created a list of specific professional practices I
wanted to include in the script. I also kept handy a list of student learning
characteristics and specific student experiences that I have been privileged to
over my twenty plus years in the classroom. While I was not able to incorporate
every detail, the information fueled the writing process and helped me include as
many aspects of a highschool reading class as possible, while remaining
authentic to what a day in a highschool classroom really looks like.
The following script, which is the first version, and the one I shared with
my students, echoes other researchers' work who have attempted to capture the
stories of their subjects in creative fictional pieces of art (Anzaldua, 2009; Sizer,
1984). Their success and global impact paved the way for me to follow the voices
of real students, lean in and hear the voices captured in pages of text by other
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researchers, and of course (at the risk of sounding a bit mad) listening to the
voices in my own head.

ARTIFACT 5.1: The Script - First Draft
Lights come up on five student desks. The desks face a whiteboard/chalkboard
positioned stage left. The desks should cheat out so students' faces are in view.
A teacher (middle aged, female) enters stage left. She moves efficiently, smiling
as she takes books from a bookshelf stage left to place them onto empty desks.
All but one student trickles into the room. ANNA (female, teenager) enters
quietly from stage right, and sits demurely in the center desk. LIAM (male,
teenager – appears young for his age) and JOSE (male, teenager who also
appears young for his age) enter stage right roughhousing. They then sit in the
first two stage right chairs where they continue their rowdy interaction. HIROSHI
(male, teenager) enters and meets the teacher at the board with an open
Chromebook. He talks quietly with her about the image on the screen, taking his
seat when the bell rings.
TEACHER: Good morning class. (LIAM and JOSE have continued chatting, and
are now looking at something on their cell phones and laughing loudly). Excuse
me gentlemen (students look up, but then return to their screens. Teacher walks
over to the teens). Put the phones away, or they are mine. (Teacher returns to
the front of the room, pausing to look back at the boys). Move back to your
assigned seats as well. (JOSE smiles, but picks up his backpack to return to his
actual seat positioned between ANNA and HIROSHI. Teacher checks
attendance on her laptop, looks up at the empty desk). Has anyone seen John?
(Students look around and shrug. Teacher inputs the ‘tardy’ and looks up to
begin class; she references the agenda on the board). Class, today our plan is
to look at our Article of the Week, get a peek at our new vocabulary words, and
spend some time working with our text Tangerine. This week’s article is so
interesting. I can’t wait for you to read it (Teacher passes out a handout of The
Article of the Week and returns to the front of the room). First, at the top of your
paper, you will answer the pre-reading question. What I want you to think about
is “Would you ever…?” (Class is interrupted when JOHN enters walking in front
of all desks clearly enjoying that he is disrupting instruction. He does NOT have a
backpack, unlike the others. He sits and strikes up a conversation with JOSE.
Teacher smiles sincerely, and gives the student a book and handout directing his
eyes to the board) Thanks for coming today. We are answering the pre-reading
question, “Would you ever eat a bug? Explain why you would or would not eat a
bug? Also explain why someone would do the opposite of you?”. ( All students
begin to write except for JOHN. Teacher goes to his desk and kneels down).
Good to see you John. You haven’t been here for a while, what’s been up?
(JOHN shrugs, indifferently). Well, I’m glad you’re here. Do you know what to do
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on this? (Student nods. Teacher offers JOHN a pencil, which he takes. Lights
dim as all students work, a single light focuses on JOHN’s desk).
JOHN: Would you ever eat a bug? (He messes with his pencil, but does
not write). No. Why? Because I wouldn’t. Why would someone do the opposite
of you? How the hell would I know. I hate this trash class. (Breaks the 3rd wall
and addresses the audience, during the remainder of the monologue other
characters should freeze. JOHN is free to move around the space, but does not
interact with the other characters).
You know how many times I’ve had high school Reading Ideas? Six
times. That is six semesters of reading. If you’re any good at math, you’ve
figured out I’m a junior. (Picks up Tangerine) This is the second time I’ve read
this book. Oh yeah, and I did read it. Surprised? Ah, I see. You think that
every kid in Reading class can’t read. I suppose that’s a fair guess, but it’s not
true.
See, we all had to take a test. It’s called the MAP, and for the record, it
sucks. One, it takes forever to finish, and two it’s boring as hell. So you take this
test and then a few days later the teacher, or your admin, or somebody tells you
your score. I don’t remember all the numbers, but mine were bad. When I first
took the test, I didn’t try. I just clicked answers. Another time, I was going to try,
but this administrator was giving the test in a testing room, instead of my usual
teacher in class. Do you know Mr. Smith? No? Lucky you. That guy is a dick. I
walked in the room and right away he was all “put your phone away” “don’t sit
there, you have to sit here”. I just wanted to finish so I could get out of there and
be done. Now, when I know there is a test, I just don’t come to school.
I’m only here today because, if I don't, I’ll get in trouble. I’m on probation
for some stupid stuff I did last summer. Anyway, the judge said I’d have to live
somewhere else if my attendance doesn’t improve. I live with my mom and she is
all worried so she’s on my case. I’ve got a tracker that comes to school, which
sucks.
Oh, and the tracker never comes during the really boring classes, she
comes in the afternoon so I miss Team Sports to talk to her. I like Team Sports.
I’ve got like an 89% in that class. It would be an A, but I don’t always dress out.
I don’t get that. It’s not like I’m going to get sweaty playing badminton. Oh and
it’s BAD like not good, and MEN like dudes and TON like heavy, not BAT
MITTON, people always say MITTEN, like a glove. Drove me nuts, the whole
unit.
Coach Johnson is cool, so I go to her class. I come to this class too, even
though the class sucks. Mrs. Kramer is okay. It’s not her fault that she has to
teach this stupid class. You now, They should let kids take classes they actually
need instead of wasting their time in Reading. Like someday, I want to be a
barber. I want to have my own business. I’m really good at it, you can ask
anybody. A while ago I cut my cousin’s hair, and people thought it was
professional. So, like why can’t I take a business class, and learn about how to
be a boss.
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Instead, I’m here, reading a book I’ve already read, and writing about
eating bugs. (JOHN sits, looks at the board) Would I eat a bug? (Thoughtful
pause, but does not write) You know, actually, I think I would. Like, I’d try it if they
were cooked or seasoned or something. I think they are high in protein and good
for you. Did you know in Ghana when food is scarce the Ghanaians eat like
termites or something. Yeah. I read that, not that anyone would believe me
(JOHN sits, turns toward the front of class. He writes nothing, but attends to
instruction).
TEACHER: Okay, pencils down. Let’s talk about your answers. The first
question is “Would you eat a bug”, anyone want to share their answers? (No one
responds, in fact the students avoid eye contact with the teacher). Okay!
(Teacher picks up a can with popsicle sticks inside and reads the name) Anna!
Would you eat a bug?
ANNA: I think eating a bug would be gross, so no, I would not eat a bug?
JOSE: (Does not raise his hand) What kind of bug is it? Like a little ant, or like
one of those big jumping bugs?
LIAM: Like a grasshopper?
JOSE: Yeah, like a grasshopper. I’d never eat a grasshopper? Liam, do you
remember when we stepped on that grasshopper in middle school, and it’s guts
were green.
LIAM: And you had to go to the principal’s office because you were wiping the
guts on people.
JOSE: Yeah, that was so funny. WE always had to go to the principal’s office in
middle school.
(Lights dim as all students freeze, a single light focuses on ANNA’s desk)
ANNA: Arrrgh. This class is so frustrating. I hate reading so much. Reading
class is full of kids like Liam and Jose. They mess around, get off topic, and
make it impossible for kids who actually do their work to do it. I know they are
just 9th graders and I shouldn’t expect them to act like me and my friends, but we
are juniors and juniors just don’t act that way.
Yeah, I’m a junior and still in Reading class. It’s not because I’m stupid,
because I’m not. Actually, I’m really smart. My IEP manager showed me that my
IQ is right up there with kids who can read really well. I have dyslexia, and that is
why I need extra reading practice. The problem is in this class, I don’t really get
to work on the things that help my dyslexia.
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I understand a story and can answer all kinds of questions when it is read
to me. And even when I read super slow on my own, I usually understand what
is on the page. I just really suck at sounding out words. I especially hate reading
aloud in front of the class because I read so slow. In elementary school I used to
get reading help in a small group, and sometimes by myself. I worked on just the
sounds I needed practice on, and I had sight words to study. I liked that. I really
felt like I got a little better each day. I remember that the teachers would have me
say the word, trace the word, and write the word and I would practice lots of word
parts. All that was to help my brain remember better.
Mrs. Kramer likes to do that, but she has to work with me by myself during
class time and that is embarrassing, not to mention impossible with having to
stop all the time to tell kids to be quiet, or to do their work.
I don’t know if I’ll ever pass this test and until I do. I’m stuck here.
(Lights come up, class resumes)
Teacher: Thanks for sharing your answers. Remember, if you didn’t write down
your thinking on the article, do that. At the end of the week I want to see this
article annotated with all your connections and questions. I’m going to read the
article the first time through, make sure you follow along and box any words that
are new to you.
This article is titled, “Why can’t bugs be grub?” It says, “Researchers are
studying why some people think eating insects is gross — and how to change
that.” (during this article introduction LIAM and JOSE have started to whisper
across the room, making faces, and laughing). Liam, can you tell me who wrote
the article?
LIAM: (Stops messing around, looks around the room while JOSE laughs that
his friend go in trouble. Liam scans the paper and answers). EsTHer Landhuis.
TEACHER: Thank you. Okay, Jose, since you have been talking when you
needed to be reading, you are going to take over reading.
JOSE: What!? Oh man. (sighs, hesitates, but then picks up paper and starts to
read) “One Friday morning in May, 11-year old Sarah Nihan went to school and
did something she had never done before. She pulled a dry-roasted cricket out
of a bowl and carefully lifted it to her mouth. “At first I was a little iffy.” Sarah
admits. “I made the mistake of looking it in the eyes.””
Gross.
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TEACHER: Good comment. If you thought that part of the article was gross,
that is a good place to annotate. Underline what was gross, and add your
thoughts. I’ll give you a moment to do that.
(Lights dim as all students freeze, a single light focuses on HIROSHIs desk)
HIROSHI: What is this word, dry-roasted? And why the girl say that she is a
little iffy? What does that mean? I know she is eating a bug, and that can be
gross, so maybe iffy means a little gross? I will box it like Mrs. Kramer says and
look it up or ask her about it later. Mrs. Kramer knows that I can read in
Japanese. In my old school in Japan I was one of the best students in my class,
but here my English is not very good. I need to pass the MAP test, but it is very
hard. Mrs. Kramer says that it is not weird for ELL kids to not do good on tests
with multiple choice. I know the answer but the choices don’t match my answer.
Mrs. Kramer says that the vocabulary words in the choices can make it hard for
me to choose the best one.
I am studying hard. I bring home things to read and work on at home
even if they are not due right away. I want to practice so I can pass the Reading
test and the ELPA test for English. My family speaks only Japanese at home, but
here at school I try to use all English. I have some friends that talk with me and
that helps me get better. In other schools there is an ELL teacher to help
students, and kids do not have to go to Reading class. But this school is by my
house, so my parents signed a paper that said I did not need ELL help.
Sometimes I wish that I have ELL help, but my teachers are good and help. Mrs.
Kramer will help me too. She is good at helping me edit my papers, but usually I
go after school. She is very busy during class teaching Reading so she cannot
help me with my English very much during class.
(Lights come up, class resumes)
TEACHER: Thank you Jose for reading. I’ll give you a break and read the next
paragraph. “At the time, Sarah was a fifth grader at Ellis School in Fremont, N.H.
Before her language-arts class held its’ bug buffet, the students had learned all
about the benefits of eating
JOSE: (Interrupts, does not raise his hand). Can I go to the restroom?
TEACHER: After we are done reading the article together. Uhhh (scans article)
Okay, “the students had learned all about the benefits of eating insects. Packed
with protein and vitamins, insects are quite nutritious. And raising them takes far
less land and water than raising traditional livestock, such as cattle. So as a food
source, insects are better for the planet.” The author has given us a very good
reason why people might eat bugs. Is that a good enough reason for you? Does
she make you want to eat a bug yet? Go ahead and make a comment here.
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JOSE: I have to go to the bathroom Mrs. Kramer. I can’t wait. It’s an
emergency.
TEACHER: Fine, you need a pass. (Teacher writes pass and hands it to JOSE
who grabs the pass)
(Lights dim as all students freeze, a single light focuses on JOSE)
JOSE: I’m not going to the bathroom. I just need a break. This is a block
schedule school and classes are super long. 90 minutes! Who can sit that long?
Besides, Reading is an easy class. I mean, sure, Mrs. Kramer talked to me
yesterday, and had to call my parents because I am failing now, but I could get
everything caught up before the end of the term. She made a plan with me. I
wish she was my Algebra teacher, that lady is so mean. She’s like, “you are
missing 32 assignments and have not passed the last two tests. If you do not
pass every test with an A you are not going on to the next term”. Who cares, I
don’t need Algebra. I don’t need Reading either. I’m going to be famous. I’m into
music, like I write my own stuff. I’m gonna be the next Lil Rob, or Kid Frost, only
bigger. You should check me out on You Tube, or you can follow me if ya want.
(buzz sound, Jose, looks at his phone) Hey, I gotta meet up with somebody, if I
don’t get back before the bell, tell Mrs.Kramer to keep my stuff for me. I’ll get it
after lunch, if I don’t go home that is. (JOSE exits).
(Lights come up, class resumes)
TEACHER: Back to the article. Would anyone like to read aloud? (no hands).
That’s okay, you’ll be rereading this article on your own tomorrow. Everyone, we
are picking up on the third paragraph. “The kids wrote essays on the
environmental and health benefits of eating bugs, or entomophagy. They read a
book about a student who ate a stink bug as defense against a bully. They
watched videos of Asian people relishing tarantula burgers. Yet Sarah still had to
brace herself and count to three before popping that bacon-and cheese-flavored
cricket into her mouth. “I told myself that I’m not going to lose to a bug,” she
says. But after chewing a few seconds, she cringed.
LIAM: (raises hand)
TEACHER: Yes Liam.
LIAM: What’s that word? The “e” one?
TEACHER: Ooo, that’s a good one. Let’s break it apart and look at it. (Teacher
writes ENTOMOPHAGY on the board. Do we see any words from our
morphology study?
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ANNA: (looking at her notes) ENTOM is about insects. We talked about how
Hiroshi’s dad is an entomologist at the University.
TEACHER: That’s right. Okay, let’s circle the vowels so we can break the word
into smaller parts. Every syllable has a what?
ANNA, LIAM, HIROSHI, JOHN: Vowel
TEACHER: Okay, let’s give it a try: EN-TUH-MAH-FUH-JEE. Does it help us
know the meaning of the word?
JOHN: (doesn’t raise his hand). Not really, but the definition is right there.
TEACHER: You are correct. Would you mind reading that sentence?
JOHN: (Sighs). Sure. The kids wrote essays on the environmental and health
benefits of eating bugs, or entomophagy.
TEACHER: Remember what we learned about context clues. John remembered
one of our clues and saw that word or. That or let the reader know that the
definition or another way of saying a word or phrase was coming up next.
LIAM: So the word means essays on the environmental and health benefits of
eating bugs.
JOHN – They made a word for that?
KRAMER- They sure did. Go ahead and box that word if it is new to you. Are
there any other words in that paragraph that stumped you?
HIROSHI – What is cringed?
KRAMER – Can anyone help Hiroshi out?
ANNA – Doesn’t it mean like to move away when something is scary.
KRAMER – Yeah, it looks a bit like this (Cringes). I would cringe if I saw a spider.
I might cringe if I looked in some of your nasty backpacks.
HIROSHI – So it can be like you are afraid, and like you are (pause for thinking)
grossed out.
KRAMER – Yes! Go ahead and box that word if you don't know it, but also take
an opportunity to make a connection here. What makes you cringe? (Looks at
watch) Oh no! It’s already 2:00. It is an early out P.L.C. day. Sorry we ran out of
time reading together. The last paragraph is homework, please bring it home
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and add comments, questions and connections. Can somebody tell everyone
What are you going to do with the article?
ALL: (mumble). Bring this home for homework, add comments, questions, and
connections.
KRAMER: Excellent! Please stay at your desks until the bell.
(Lights dim as all students leave, a single light focuses on TEACHER)
TEACHER: (picking up books and cleaning up the room for the end of the day) I
really love these kids, but this is such a challenging course for me to teach. I
know that I’m not alone in thinking that. Reading is a class that is hard for lots of
high school English teachers. English teachers get stuck with these classes, and
hardly any of us have the training needed to teach high school reading.
Elementary and Middle School teachers learn how to teach Reading in college,
but not most of us plan to teach high school.
I know these kids need more small group and individual intervention, but doing
that with a class of twenty or more kids seems impossible. I don’t even know
what things I need to work on in small groups. Kids with dyslexia need special
structured individualized help that I don’t know how to give. And then there’s the
kids that are in here, but don’t really need to be. Those kids probably are the
hardest for me. They come to class frustrated, annoyed, and bored because
they know this isn’t right.
The curriculum guide doesn’t give me much guidance. I have books, but kids
have already read them if they’ve been reading for more than a couple of years.
The curriculum is also written to help kids get ready for the old Reading test. It
doesn’t really help them with the MAP test, so I have created everything on my
own.
I try not to be negative, because I do want to help these kids. I do like the
challenge to read and create new things for them. It’s just that they are great
kids, and they deserve something better, I’m just not sure what that is.

Presentation and Student Input
Student Feedback
The process of inviting students to provide feedback is a core aspect of
my classroom practice. Author Cornelius Minor considers student-to-teacher
feedback an essential aspect of establishing classroom community, “Coaches,
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administrators, and other school leaders spend years learning how to give
feedback that changes practice. Children do not have the luxury of this study.
Their feedback will often be unrefined, but that does not make it any less
valuable” (2019, p. 87).
To collect feedback, students were presented with the scripts during the
first three weeks of the term. It was essential that I did not cut into classroom
instruction, so the script was presented in small chunks as class time allowed
(although, to be sure, it wasn’t off-topic, as it related to the larger point of our
class). In some groups the students agreed to take turns reading the script aloud,
while in other groups students were hesitant, so I did the bulk of the reading.
Because I wanted their honest feedback on the material, it was important for me
to help my students maintain a low affective filter (Krashen, 1982) to foster a level
of comfort and trust.
To reduce the writing demands of this process. Students were asked to
select two colors of highlighter. They designated the first color to “This sounds
like me” and another color to “This isn’t realistic.” During each reading, the group
would pause and take time to mark up the text. Students were also encouraged
to star portions of the play they liked and write in any questions or comments
they had during the reading. In doing this, they were able to communicate the
reader traits that they felt were most like them and to point out areas where I was
not representing them (as teenagers) accurately. Whether students read the
script out loud or I did, all students had copies of the text in front of them that
they could mark as we proceeded.
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This Sounds Like Me
Students’ highlights indicated that they most identified with John, followed
by Jose and then Anna. Hiroshi came in with the least amount of “This sounds
like me” highlighted.

ARTIFACT 5.2: Lines indicated as “This sounds like me”:
John
-You know how many times I’ve had high school Reading Ideas? Six times.
That is six semesters of Reading.
-I hate this trash class
-You think that every kid in Reading class can’t read. I suppose that’s a fair
guess, but it’s not true
-It’s called the MAP, and for the record, it sucks. One, it takes forever to finish,
and two it’s boring as hell.
-I don’t remember all the numbers (the scores)
-When I first took the test, I didn’t try. I just clicked answers.
-They should let kids take classes they actually need instead of wasting their
time in Reading.
-I live with my mom and she is all worried so she’s on my case.
-I like Team Sports. I’ve got like an 89% in that class. It would be an A, but I
don’t always dress out.
-I don’t get that (dressing out). It’s not like I’m going to get sweaty playing
badminton.
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-Like someday, I want to be a barber. I want to have my own business. I’m
really good at it, you can ask anybody.
-They should let kids take classes they actually need instead of wasting their
time in Reading.
-So, like why can’t I take a business class, and learn about how to be a boss.
-You know, actually, I think I would (eat a bug). Like, I’d try it if they were
cooked or seasoned or something.

Anna
-This class is so frustrating. I hate Reading so much.
-They mess around, get off topic, and make it impossible for kids who actually
do their work to do it.
-I know they are just 9th graders and I shouldn’t expect them to act like me and
my friends, but we are juniors and juniors just don’t act that way.
-I’m a junior, and I’m still in Reading class. It’s not because I’m stupid, becaue
I’m not. Actually, I’m really smart. My IEP manager showed me that my IQ is
right up there with kids who can read really well.
-And even when I read super slow on my own, I usually understand what is on
the page.
-I just really suck at sounding out words. I especially hate reading aloud in
front of the class because I read so slow.
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-I understand a story and can answer all kinds of questions when it is read to
me.
-In elementary school I used to get reading help in a small group, and
sometimes by myself. I had sight words to study. I liked that. (I would) trace
the word, and write the word and I would practice lots of word parts. All that
was to help my brain remember better.
-Mrs. Kramer likes to do that (one one direct, systematic phonics instruction),
but she has to work with me by myself during class time and that is
embarrassing, not to mention impossible with having to stop all the time to tell
kids to be quiet, or to do their work.
-I don’t know if I’ll ever pass this test and until I do. I’m stuck here.

Jose
-We always had to go the principal's office in middle school
-I’m not going to the bathroom. I just need a break. This is a block schedule
school and classes are super long.
-90 minutes! Who can sit that long?
-I have to go to the bathroom Mrs. Kramer. I can’t wait. It’s an emergency.
-I wish she (Mrs. Kramer) was my Algebra teacher, that lady is so mean.
-She’s like, “you are missing 32 assignments and have not passed the last two
tests. If you do not pass every test with an A you are not going on to the next
term”. Who cares, I don’t need Algebra.
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-I don’t need Reading either
-I am failing, now, but I could get everything caught up before the end of the
term.

Hiroshi
-He talks quietly (from stage directions)
-I need to pass the MAP test but it’s very hard
-I want to practice so I can pass the Reading test
-I know the answer but the choices don’t match my answer. Mrs. Kramer says
that the vocabulary words in the choices can make it hard for me to choose the
best one.
-Mrs. Kramer will help me too (in place of ELL help)
-She is very busy during class teaching Reading so she cannot help me with
my English very much during class.

While the bulk of the analysis and explanations for how I used student
feedback come later, it is worth highlighting what I was able to glean from the
lines that students marked as “This sounds like me.” First, I was encouraged that
the students were able to identify with all the characters, even if some were more
“like them” than others. I was surprised when a character that I thought aligned
with a student I had in class proved to not “speak to them” at all. In retrospect,
this was early in the term, in the midst of hybrid teaching, and my relationships
with this group of students were new. At the time of the first readings and early
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data review, I was in a sense learning who my students were through what they
chose to mark on the scripts. This process was by no means intended to be a
“get to know you” activity. Yet it proved to be a valuable source of information just
the same.
This Wouldn’t Happen
With time to process the data after I had a chance to know my students
better, I was reassured that their indications of what they connected with in the
script were honest. I was delighted that the characters that I imagined felt very
real to them. Still while they were able to connect to the fictional characters in the
play, some aspects were not “real enough. The next lines reflect where students
experienced a disconnect.

ARTIFACT 5.3: Lines indicated as “This isn’t realistic”:
John
-I hate this trash class
-This is the second time I’ve read this book.
-You know how many times I’ve had high school Reading Ideas? Six times
-You think that every kid in Reading class can’t read.
-It’s not her (Mrs Kramer’s) fault she has to teach this stupid class
-So you take this test and then a few days later the teacher, or your admin, or
somebody tells you your score
-Now when I know there is a test, I just don't’ come to school.
-I’m only here today because if I don’t I’ll get in trouble
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-I’m really good at it (barbering), you can ask anybody. A while ago I cut my
cousin’s hari, and people thought it was professional.
-Did you know in Ghana when food is scarce the Ghanaians eat like termites or
something

Anna
-Reading class is full of kids like Liam and Jose. they mess around, get off topic
and make it impossible for kids who actually do their work to do it.
-But we are juniors and juniors just don't’ act that way
-The problem is in this class, I don’t really get to work on the things that help
my dyslexia.
-I remember that the teachers would have me say the word, trace the word,
and write the word and I would practice lots of word parts.

Jose
-She’s like, “you are missing 32 assignments and have not passed the last two
tests. If you do not pass every test with an A you are not going on to the next
term”. Who cares, I don’t need Algebra.

Hiroshi
-I will box it like Mrs. Kramer says and look it up or ask her about it later.
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-Mrs. Kramer says that the vocabulary words in the choices can make it hard
for me to choose the best one.
-I want to practice so I can pass the reading test.
-In other schools there is an ELL teacher to help students, and kids do not
have to go to Reading class.
As established earlier, I will provide a more careful analysis and elaborate
on how I incorporated student feedback into the new revision of the script later in
this chapter. I do want to comment on how challenging this set of data was for
me to digest. I found myself (in an internal dialogue) defending my choice to
phrase a line a certain way, or to have the line within a monologue when and
where I did. I had to remind myself often of my role as artist researcher, not just
artist.
ABER and the critical lens I used to frame this project allowed me to exist
in both planes (researcher and artist). For the two to coexist, I had to wrestle with
lines like, “I want to practice so I can pass the reading test.” Did students say that
it wasn’t realistic? Yes. Did I have past experiences that inspired me to put the
line in? Yes, a specific student two years ago who stayed late after school a
couple of nights a week so that they could practice for the district test. In that
instance I ignored the student feedback, but honored the student’s intent by
sharing another student’s real and valuable experience. Later I will show how I
made decisions balancing the artist and researcher roles while honoring the input
of my audience whose opinions were crucial to the creation of the final revised
script.
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Written feedback
In my years of teaching I have consistently experienced that students who
are resistant readers, are also resistant writers. It did not surprise me that they
were limited in their written feedback. Still, they did write out a handful of
comments on their scripts to let me know what other traits about High School
Reading kids were not included. All students were given the opportunity and
encouraged to write freely. The following were the only written comments given.

ARTIFACT 5.4: Student written feedback:
-A more quiet kid that needs help with reading.
-Well done you covered everything I would have put down
-I wanna finish the MAP test so bad but at the same time I like it that we
get to read in this class because if I keep reading books then I’ll get better at
reading.
-The thing I like about Reading is that it is easy.
-Sometime the books are boring. I don’t like having big Reading classes.

Reflections from the Live Reading
I was very pleased with the live reading. I was worried that kids would be
bored, disinterested, or feel burdened having to do additional work at a time they
normally would have been able to relax. But I found them to be happy and
interested in my project. While I don’t maintain any kind of ‘grumbles per minute
index’, nor tally the frequency with which I raise my voice, I can substantiate that
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there were fewer grumbles when we did this and much less raising my voice to
redirect/refocus them.I think their interest was in part because I did inform them
that I would be taking their highlights and comments seriously and that part of my
final paper would be read by people who make decisions about how Reading
classes should be. As agents of possible change, they were committed to doing
a nice job. I watched the students as they followed along on their copies of the
script. I was impressed at how they kept their markers in hand and followed the
text. I appreciated the expressions on their faces and their nodding heads when I
could tell that they were connecting with the text. The honesty or candor of the
piece did surprise the ninth grade students at times. When the line “That guy is
dick” was read aloud, their eyes widened, and huge smiles stretched across their
faces as they looked across the room in a gesture of “DID YOU JUST HEAR
THAT!” I stopped at that point, and asked if that wasn't something that kids
would say and, to reinforce my directions, encouraged them to mark the line as
not realistic if that’s what they felt. One response was, “We didn’t think teachers
knew that we thought things like that!”

Additional Student Information

The completion of Reading Interest Inventories and Reading Profiles
(Appendix B) are a regular part of my classroom practice. They allow me to get to
know my students as people, learners, and then specifically as readers. I transfer
pertinent data to their reading profile where it helps inform instructional supports,
lesson topics, and instructional materials, such as articles and books. These
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important sources of information are included here because they were essential
in providing information not given up by students during the reading. It is in the
Reading profile and interest inventory that I was able to get the additional
information necessary to successfully edit and revise the final script (see
ARTIFACT 5.13).
The Reading Interest Inventory, which was shared with me by another
teacher a number of years ago, asks students a number of questions including
the following (the full reading inventory is reproduced in Appendix A).
ARTIFACT 5.5: Interest Inventory Questions:
-Do you like to read?
-Rate yourself! How good are you at writing?
-What gives you the most problems when you read? Think about noise,
genre, location, etc.
-What is the last book(s) you enjoyed reading?
-What is the last movie(s) you enjoyed watching?

The Reading Profile
The Reading Profile is a piece of evidence I collect at the start of each
school year to get a feel for student attitudes about reading, Reading class, and
reading intervention. I initially created it as a means to collect data to help me
make programming decisions as the school Reading facilitator. Later it proved to
be a good source of information in my efforts to better advocate for students in
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curriculum meetings at the district level. I found it to also contribute to good
decision making in day to day lesson planning.
Initially I had not planned to use it as part of my study, but as I was looking
at prospective edits, I realized that students shared information on these sheets
that would be valuable in the rewrite, so the data were considered.
The profile asks for students to address the following (the full reading
inventory is reproduced in Appendix A).
ARTIFACT 5.6: Reading Profile Prompts
-The things about reading I am good at: (comprehension, decoding, big
words, reading out-loud, staying focused, remembering what I read . . .)
-The things about reading that are hard for me: (comprehension,
decoding, big words, reading out-loud, staying focused, remembering what I
read . . .)
-It’s annoying in reading class when: (activities teachers do, things
teachers assign, student behaviors/words, teacher’s actions/words . . .)
-I really like it when in Reading class we:
-Not all schools have reading classes. Do you think our district should
have them?:
-What would be a better way to have teachers help you in reading?
___come into my other classes and help me with assignments that have
reading
___ help me in a homework help room during the day
___ help me in a homework help room after or before school
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___ pull me from another class 15-20min.(in a small group/or by myself)
to work on only the reading stuff I really need practice with
___ OR . . .(write your suggestion here)

Confirming Findings, and Adding New Information
I wrote in information gleaned from the “just like me” highlights from each
script into student reading profiles. To make sure that I was accurately
interpreting the meaning of their highlights, I then passed out the student profiles
and asked that they cross out any information that I wrote in that was not
accurate. I was pleased that NO students crossed out the statements I wrote
based on their highlights. I then asked that they fill in the remaining spaces of the
profile to provide me with more information about their reading interests and
preferences.
Using this shared document was a way for me to make sure that I was
processing their input correctly and that I was providing multiple opportunities for
the students to provide information about their experiences with reading and
Reading classes. As indicated earlier in this chapter, written expression does
present an obstacle for many students. Several short writing opportunities proved
more fruitful than asking for them to divulge their thoughts and feelings at length
in one setting.
Student Recommendations
In addition to queries about student strengths and needs, I also ask
questions that inform my classroom management, modes of instruction, and
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overall service delivery. As my school’s Reading Facilitator, I do make
recommendations and provide feedback in instruction to building administrators
and district curriculum specialists. For a few years, I have asked students the
question about Reading classes and how reading services should best be
provided. Over the years, I’ve found their information helpful in advocating for
them, in IEP meetings, parent teacher conferences, and district curriculum
meetings. It is also helpful in finding new ways for teachers and departments
(e.g., SPED/English Partnerships) to work together to improve reading supports
for students.
As a student advocate, I try to listen to what kids have to say, in
conversation, and in writing opportunities like the inventory and profiles used in
this study. In my years of teaching, it has been my experience that students
appreciate when they know that their concerns are being brought to people who
they perceive as people with the power to create change. If I have a conversation
with the principal, or the district curriculum staff, and share what kids have told
me, or share their accomplishments, I let kids know that those conversations
have taken place.
When I am in an IEP meeting and am asked to provide Reading
performance data, I try to do more than just share the student’s latest MAP score
and areas of needed improvement. By sharing with the team what concerns the
student has about their services (e.g., their feelings about being in Reading
class), we can then have conversations about what we are doing to support that
student in their goal to pass the MAP and get out of the course. If the student has
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demonstrated an area of strength (e.g., improvement in fluency) this can be
included in the IEP as an area of strength that the student can feel proud about.
The student responses below Illustrate the types of recommendations and
observations that are provided through the Reading profile questions. This
collection represents all the comments collected during the quarter of my
script-testing, sans duplicate/repetitive comments. They were all written after
they viewed the comments I had written down based on their highlights in the
script. Their honesty further supports the choices I made in developing the
fictional profiles found in the play. They also contributed to the creation of the
new character and aided in decision-making when I was needing to decide
whether to keep or delete specific lines.
ARTIFACT 5.7: Student Profile Responses (Things students find annoying)
Things students find annoying in reading class:
-Reading longer stories
-I think reading is not annoying but somewhat hard
-Student behaviors
-When students are loud
The previous section of comments supported my writing in regards to
characters who desired a more productive learning environment. I address this
theme in the script pointing to both teacher and student frustrations with
classroom management when low student motivation meets low student interest
which is further challenged by them being in a (at times) stigmatizing setting.
ARTIFACT 5.8: Things students like about Reading class:
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Things students like about Reading class:
-When we research things
-It is a small class and you can be more comfortable
-When we just work
-Reading cool things
-When we read
-When we get to do missing work
-When we listen to the book
-When we don’t read stories or listen to them
This section was essential support for my creation of a character who likes
to be in Reading class. An early assumption I had in this process was that all kids
wish they weren’t in Reading. The reality is that kids sometimes like to be in
Reading. Some students enjoy reading, particularly when they have opportunities
to “research things” and “read cool things.” This list (which is longer than “the
annoying” list) also suggests that there are more positives about Reading classes
than negatives, a concept that was not well acknowledged in my initial draft of
the script.
ARTIFACT 5.9: Student responses to “Should our district have Reading
classes?”
Should our district have Reading classes?
YES
-It helps with paying attention
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-Some kids need the extra help
-You have have to know how to read
-It helps my reading
-It helps students in the long run
-You didn't’ reach the goal and they’re trying to help you pass
-Kids need to learn how to read and they need it for the rest of
their lives
NO
-some people don’t like the help
-some people only fail by a little bit

With this section of feedback, I was once again faced with the reality that
my students were not as miserable as I had thought them to be. (Maybe the very
act of asking for their reactions had abated some prospective discontent.)
Overall, they had made the connection between the process of reading
intervention and its long term impact on their success (i.e., “You have to know
how to read”). The perception of the teacher as someone who can help you
“reach the goal” and “help you pass” reassured me that presenting the classroom
teacher in the play as a calm, reassuring, and understanding teacher was the
right decision artistically.
On the next question, students were able to select from a menu of service
delivery models. This is one of the questions “left over” from a previous year
when I was on a committee looking at how to better provide IEP minutes for
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students identified in the area of Reading. The data continued to be valuable to
me, as in the confines of my classroom I have been able to facilitate small groups
and some individual intervention. During my Reading facilitator block (I am
provided one 90-minute block once, or occasionally twice, per school year).
During this time I am to work on placements, assessments, and file reviews, but I
am also able to implement pull-out instruction.
ARTIFACT 5.10: Student response to “What would be a better way to have
teachers help you in Reading?”
A better way to have teachers help students with their reading:
-come into my other classes and help me with assignments that have
reading
-help me in a homework help room during the day
-help me in a homework help room after or before school
-pull me from another class 15-20 minutes (in a small group/or by
myself) to work on only the reading stuff I really need practice with.
Of these responses at least one student indicated each of these items as
something that would help them. Homework help was an overwhelmingly popular
response and has been in the past as well. This contributed to portions of the
script where students commented on the need for help with homework and a
desire to see a connection between Reading class and their content area
courses.

Revision of Script and Final Product
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As I examined student highlights on the script, I identified five categories
or themes. Most comments that students marked indicated feelings relating to
being in Reading class, having to take and pass the MAP, having to repeat
Reading class, wanting to connect personal goals and interests, and worrying
about what other students thought of them being in Reading classes.
“This Sounds LIke Me” Summary
The specific lines students highlighted for each character were telling.
John seemed to speak to the anger and frustration my students frequently feel
about being in Reading class, having to take the MAP, and (sometimes) having to
repeat the Reading class. This character also addressed their feelings about the
class keeping from their long-term goals / interests and the worries about what
others thought about them. The table below shows my coding of the specific lines
from John’s script (that students agreed sounded like them) into one of the
identified themes, like thoughts about testing, about failing and repeating, and
about the opinion of others.
ARTIFACT 5.11: “Sounds Like Me” Data (John, Anna, Jose, Hiroshi)
JOHN
Lines marked as “This
sounds like me”

Being In
Reading Class

-You know how many times
I’ve had high school
Reading Ideas? Six times.
That is six semesters of
reading.
-I hate this trash class
-You think that every kid in
Reading class can’t read. I

Having to
take and
pass the
MAP

Having to
repeat
Reading
Class

Connection to
goals/ interests

What others
think

x

x
x
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suppose that’s a fair guess,
but it’s not true
-It’s called the MAP, and for
the record, it sucks. One, it
takes forever to finish, and
two it’s boring as hell.

x

-I don’t remember all the
numbers (the scores)

x

-When I first took the test, I
didn’t try. I just clicked
answers.

x

-They should let kids take
classes they actually need
instead of wasting their time
in Reading.

x

-I live with my mom and she
is all worried so she’s on my
case.
-I like Team Sports. I’ve got
like an 89% in that class. It
would be an A, but I don’t
always dress out.

x

x

-I don’t get that (dressing
out). It’s not like I’m going
to get sweaty playing
badminton.
-Like someday, I want to be
a barber. I want to have my
own business. I’m really
good at it, you can ask
anybody.

x

-They should let kids take
classes they actually need
instead of wasting their time
in Reading.

x

-So, like why can’t I take a
business class, and learn
about how to be a boss.

x

-You know, actually, I think I
would (eat a bug). Like, I’d
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try it if they were cooked or
seasoned or something.

Anna appears to represent the frustrations with the classroom behaviors
found in Reading classes. Like John, she also expresses the students' worries
about what others think and a frustration with passing the MAP exam. Anna also
connected with many students from a skills and instruction standpoint.

ANNA
Lines marked as “This
sounds like me”

Classroom
behaviors

-This class is so frustrating. I
hate reading so much.

x

-They mess around, get off
topic, and make it impossible
for kids who actually do their
work to do it.

x

-I know they are just 9th
graders and I shouldn’t
expect them to act like me
and my friends, but we are
juniors and juniors just don’t
act that way.

x

-I’m a junior, and I’m still in
Reading class. It’s not
because I’m stupid, becaue
I’m not. Actually, I’m really
smart. My IEP manager
showed me that my IQ is
right up there with kids who
can read really well.

What others think

Having to take
and pass the
MAP

Skills and
instruction

x

-And even when I read super
slow on my own, I usually
understand what is on the
page.

x

-I just really suck at sounding
out words. I especially hate

x
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reading aloud in front of the
class because I read so slow.
-I understand a story and can
answer all kinds of questions
when it is read to me.

x

-In elementary school I used
to get reading help in a small
group, and sometimes by
myself. I had sight words to
study. I liked that. (I would)
trace the word, and write the
word and I would practice
lots of word parts. All that
was to help my brain
remember better.

x

-Mrs. Kramer likes to do that
(one on one direct,
systematic phonics
instruction), but she has to
work with me by myself
during class time and that is
embarrassing, not to mention
impossible with having to
stop all the time to tell kids to
be quiet, or to do their work.

x

-I don’t know if I’ll ever pass
this test and until I do. I’m
stuck here.

x

Jose’s character resonated with kids whose struggles extend beyond the
walls of the Reading classroom. These are kids who identified the act of
attending to class instruction, completing class assignments, and following rules
and expectations to be a barrier to their success. They are also the students who
do not always see the value of reading instruction, but their alienation from
school may at this stage be bigger than that.
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JOSE

Lines marked as
“This sounds like me”

Attending to class
instruction

Completing class
assignments

-We always had to go
the principal's office
in middle school
x

-90 minutes! Who
can sit that long?

x

-I have to go to the
bathroom Mrs.
Kramer. I can’t wait.
It’s an emergency.

x

-I wish she (Mrs.
Kramer) was my
Algebra teacher, that
lady is so mean.

x

x

-I don’t need Reading
either
-I am failing, now, but
I could get everything
caught up before the
end of the term.

Not seeing the
need for Reading
instruction

x

-I’m not going to the
bathroom. I just
need a break. This is
a block schedule
school and classes
are super long.

-She’s like, “you are
missing 32
assignments and
have not passed the
last two tests. If you
do not pass every
test with an A you are
not going on to the
next term”. Who
cares, I don’t need
Algebra.

Following rules and
expectations

x

x
x

Hiroshi gave voice to quiet students and students with specific English
Language Learning needs (although being the son of a university professor is not
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a common profile for the ELLs in our building). The students who connected with
his words were students who want to do well, and want the practice and support
offered by the class, though they may not always find the level of support and
attention they need.

HIROSHI
Lines marked as “This
sounds like me”

Wants to do well in
school

Wants the
intervention

-He talks quietly (from
stage directions)

Quiet

May not find what
they need

x

-I need to pass the MAP
test but it’s very hard

x

-I want to practice so I
can pass the reading test

x

x

-I know the answer but
the choices don’t match
my answer. Mrs. Kramer
says that the vocabulary
words in the choices can
make it hard for me to
choose the best one.

x

x

-Mrs. Kramer will help me
too (in place of ELL help)
-She is very busy during
class teaching Reading
so she cannot help me
with my English very
much during class.

x

x

.
“This isn’t Realistic” Summary
I was expecting more kids to take offense with my attempt to speak for
them. Instead, what I found is that overall students seemed to like what I said
and how I said it. Most of the lines that students indicated were not realistic, were
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marked by another student as lines that they connected with. Below I will address
the remaining “This isn’t realistic” lines and indicate if I took it out of my final
version of the play. In the places I decided to go against student feedback I
provided my rationale for leaving the line in the text as is.
I acknowledge that I could have created a third column which allowed for
rewording of each contested phrase based on student feedback. I dismissed that
as an option because it was counter to my established allegiance to Lat Crit
practices that promote the idea that those contributing to the research data retain
access to it, and have the final say as to what is presented at the end of the
project. Due to Covid-19 restrictions and the nature of scheduling high school
Reading classes, I would be unable to offer my student editors a final read
through and review of rephrasing attempts. Students were aware of the changes
indicated here, and they knew that I would be creating a new character using the
ideas they provided. Beyond those moves (and editing for grammar and spelling)
little else changed in the format and functioning of the script. As explained later in
this dissertation, efforts will be made to provide access to the final product in the
future to further validate the changes below and the new character
monologue/dialogue yet to be read by students.
ARTIFACT 5.12: “This isn’t realistic” Data (John, Anna, Jose, Hiroshi)
JOHN
Line
-This is the second time I’ve read
this book.

Remove It

Leave It
This is a common complaint by
juniors and seniors in the
Reading class. There are only
two years of curriculum for each
Reading course, which means
that students will experience the
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same text if they remain in
Reading at the same level. None
of the students in this group
would have experienced that, but
since many students in the past
have had this experience, it is
important to leave the line.
-It’s not her (Mrs Kramer’s) fault
she has to teach this stupid class

I’m not sure if the student
marked this because of the way
it is worded, or if it is the
sentiment. But I decided I would
extract it as a line that was more
about me (and what I hope my
students think) than per se about
their experiences as learners.

-So you take this test and then a
few days later the teacher, or
your admin, or somebody tells
you your score

For students who were ninth
graders or not previously in the
district when they provided this
feedback, they would not have
been familiar with the process of
receiving MAP scores. The MAP
test can be set up to reveal
scores on the screen as soon as
the student is finished, or
revealed (as we do in this
district) a day or two later by a
teacher, counselor, or
administrator. Scores are
uploaded to the district wide
grading and records system at
the end of the testing period. As
this is an important detail of the
MAP testing process, this detail
will remain.

-Now when I know there is a test,
I just don't’ come to school.

This is a specific example from
past students who did stay home
on test day. The students who
indicated this as “Not Realistic”
are students who would never
dream of skipping the test on
purpose. Their perspectives are
represented by other characters
in the play, so this line will
remain.

-I’m only here today because if I
don’t I’ll get in trouble

This is a specific example from
past students who were on
probation. The students who
indicated this as “Not Realistic”
are students who would not be
familiar with the probation
process. Their perspectives are
represented by other characters
in the play, so this line will
remain.
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-Did you know in Ghana when
food is scarce the Ghanaians eat
like termites or something

I was attempting to capture
John’s intelligence, as I have had
many curious and brilliant
students in Reading over the
years. Because so many
students indicated it as “not
realistic”, I will take it out of the
final script and hope that this part
of John’s personality comes out
in other places in the script.

ANNA
Line

Remove It

-The problem is in this class, I
don’t really get to work on the
things that help my dyslexia.

Leave It
The student who made this
comment would not have been
familiar with best practices for
students with dyslexia. Most high
school reading programs do not
adequately address the needs of
the dyslexic student (Willis,
2018). Systematic, code-based
reading instruction has been
determined to be best practice
for these students, but high
school teachers are seldom
trained to address these needs
(Allington, 2001; Shanahan,
2004). For these reasons, this
will remain in the script.

JOSE
All lines about Jose that some students indicated were “Not realistic” were
described by other students as “Just like me.” So no changes were pursued.
HIROSHI
Line
-I will box it like Mrs. Kramer
says and look it up or ask her
about it later.

Remove It

Leave It
Students with ELL designations
were underrepresented in this
study. This strategy is a strategy
that I commonly use to support
ELL students with their unique
language acquisition needs
(Vaughn, 2018). For these
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reasons, I will leave this
statement.
-Mrs. Kramer says that the
vocabulary words in the choices
can make it hard for me to
choose the best one.

Students with ELL designations
were underrepresented in the
sample that responded to my
script in comparison to who i
have enrolled in prior years. So I
am not surprised that a point
particularly relevant to ELLs was
less well understood by my
sample. The multiple choice
feature of the MAP test does
make it unfairly biased in
assessing the
Reading/Language abilities of
ELLs (Coltrane, 2020). For
these reasons, the statement will
remain.

-In other schools there is an ELL
teacher to help students, and
kids do not have to go to
Reading class.

Most students at this high school
would not be familiar with the
service delivery processes for
ELLs, although I few might have
come from middle schools with
ELL programs or transferred
from other district high schools
that do have one. For this
reason, the statement will
remain.

Written Feedback Summary
Student written feedback was limited, but as I don’t want to exclude the
voices of those who did comment, their input is considered in the creation of
Liam, the fifth character in the play. Liam represents a quieter voice, a kid that
likes to read, and who wants to be better. Liam doesn’t mind the extra practice as
he struggles with school all day and finds success in Reading because of the
smaller class size and ample support such an environment provides.
While this portion of the data was limited, it was powerful. I realized in my
efforts to give voice to those that dislike Reading, I had failed to adequately
acknowledge and represent the students who enjoy reading and look forward to it
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each day. Liam will hopefully provide a character that these students can relate
to.

Addition of “Liam”
Please note that the addition of Liam, the subtraction of aforementioned
lines that were challenged by my students, and some editing for spelling and
grammar were the only changes made to the final script.
ARTIFACT 5.13:

Added Monologue/Dialogue- “Liam”*

KRAMER: Excellent! And remember, if you want to hang out after school to
work on your homework, I will be here until PLC meetings start. Please stay at
your desks until the bell. Liam, can I talk to you for a min.
(Liam’s posture slumps. He stands to meet Kramer where she is organizing
books)
LIAM: Yes, Mrs. Kramer.
KRAMER: (Calmly) Hey Liam, I wanted to ask you how things are going?
LIAM: (Looking down at the floor) Fine, I guess.
KRAMER: Hey, I wanted to talk to you about your focus in class.
LIAM: Yeah.
KRAMER: You surprise me because of how you act sometimes.
LIAM: (shrugs)
KRAMER: I’ve had you in class before and you were focused and on task. You
really seemed to care about your reading then.
LIAM: Yeah.
KRAMER: So what is different this quarter?
LIAM: Jose.
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KRAMER: Jose is different?
LIAM: No, I mean I don’t know if he’s different or not. What I mean is he wasn’t in
the class before and it was easier to pay attention when he wasn’t here.
KRAMER: So, how can I help? I know Jose is your friend and I don’t want to
make Reading totally boring for you, so I thought you’d like sitting next to him.
LIAM: I do like sitting next to him. (Liam and Kramer are both silent for a
moment)
KRAMER: Well this is a hard place for a teacher because it’s my job to help you
be a better reader. Should I move your seat again?
LIAM: No, I’ll try to be better.
KRAMER: Okay, but let me know how I can help. I’d like you to figure this out on
your own, but if things don’t improve, I’ll have to step in with some consequences
so you can refocus.
LIAM: Yes, Mrs. Kramer.
(Lights dim, everyone but LIAM freezes, a single light focuses on LIAM)
LIAM: I feel bad that Mrs. Kramer is mad at me. She is a nice teacher. I really
like her class. I know most kids don’t like Reading, but I do. This class is easy!
All my other classes are so hard, and teachers don’t help me to be able to read
the textbooks, and take notes. Mrs. Kramer helps me and I like the books she
has us read. They are interesting. Like that eating bugs thing, that was kind of
good. And I think when I read science things like that it helps me when I have to
go to Science and read things that are hard.
I know I shouldn’t talk to Jose so much, but I don’t have many friends.
Jose and I are some of the only kids that came here from our Middle School. I
don’t have lunch with any of them, so this class is when I get to, you know, talk. I
don’t like to get in trouble and cause problems, but Jose is so funny. I guess we
get carried away.
(Bell Rings – students, including LIAM, pack up and leave. TEACHER begins to
stack chairs on desks. It is suddenly very quiet after the noise of dismissal, just
the “thunk” of the chair legs on desks)
*The revised play can be read in its entirety in APPENDIX C.
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Chapter 6 – REFLECTIONS AND NEXT STEPS

Revisiting the Orienting Questions
Early in the research process, I established a set of orienting questions.
These questions went beyond my core question, which was to better know if the
use of non-fiction could help gleen information about students’ attitudes and
experiences in high school reading. I will address that key question explicitly
within this chapter when I look closely at the impact of the use of ABER in my
classroom. In the effort of keeping my student’s learning central in this work, I
will review my findings on these orienting questions first. While the overall
question has been key in addressing my professional and scholarly curiosity, it is
this subset of questions that have most informed my classroom practice.
Readers will note some overlap, as the larger question in a sense encompassed
the more specific.
ARTIFACT 6.1: Orienting Questions
1.

What is the Reading learning experience for students in this

district like?
2.

To which interventions have students responded positively?

(Interventions include, but are not limited to, pull out instruction in
reading classes, small group intervention, push in reading supports,
Interventions and Strategies (resource) classes, RBD (drop in
resource), and Tier 1 in class supports provided by classroom
teachers).
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3.

To which interventions have students responded negatively?

4.

What have/do students and research share(d) about best

practices

I consider each of these questions in turn before turning more explicitly to
the design experiment I conducted and the consideration of near-term and more
distant ‘next steps’.
What is the Reading learning experience for students in this district like?
Feedback on the script, and the regular day-to-day reading activities such
as the reading Interest Inventory and the reading profiles helped me to see that
perceptions about Reading varied based on student learning needs, their ability
to manage the demands of school and society (assignments, expectations,
procedures, attendance), their perception of self, and their attitude about this
class and school more generally.
I was surprised to know just how many students didn’t mind reading class,
and thus felt underrepresented in my initial script. I attempted to address the
identities of students who like Reading, and feel like Reading is helping them
improve their skills in the development of the character of Liam. Still, the main
story line remains that a broad and heterogeneous group of students do not
particularly like Reading and/or what it implies about them, their futures, and how
they are positioned to negotiate school.
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To which interventions have students responded positively? And to what
interventions have students responded negatively?
This research helped illustrate the complexities of high school Reading. It
is more than ever evident to me that there is not a one-shot quick-fix solution for
the diverse array of needs facing struggling readers (Deshler, Schumacher, &
Woodruff, 2004; Shanahan, 2004). One thing prevalent in the literature and in
the feedback I received from students is a need for support to go beyond the
walls of the classroom. There is an overwhelming amount of evidence for the
increased practice of shared responsibility for literacy (Brozo, 2011; Deshler, et.
al, 2004; Fuchs, Fuchs, & Vaughn, 2008). Teachers in the content areas should
not dumb down their texts to meet the needs of struggling readers, but should
instead partner with reading specialists, and Special Education experts in reading
intervention to develop and teach reading strategies that will allow all readers to
access text in the content areas.
There has been an explosion of research in regards to the importance of
explicit and sustained practice in code-based reading strategies for students with
dyslexia. (Bhattacharya, 2020, Hanford, 2020, Kilpatrick, 2015; Lewin, 2003;
Willis, 2018). The lines that addressed this important (but limited intervention) in
high school classrooms were supported by students who struggle with reading
because of dyslexia. These students acknowledged teachers inability to provide
one-on-one intensive intervention within a large and busy Reading class. They
marked the text in agreement that they appreciated such interventions when they
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were provided in lower grades. Additional teacher preparation in this area would
contribute to the success of these students and students like them.
Preparation can come from meaningful district staff development led by
experts in the areas of secondary reading intervention. Building reading faculty
with expertise could be called upon to educate and coach teachers, providing
support to those who did not receive a background in reading intervention within
their college studies.

What have/do students and research share(d) about best practices in
reading intervention for secondary students?
Good content reading instruction includes practices to increase student
motivation and engagement, generic literacy and learning practices, and
content-specific literacy practices (Meltzer & Hamann, 2004; 2005; 2006). Within
the area of literacy practices, four broad areas should be addressed; they are
word knowledge/vocabulary, fluency, comprehension, and writing (Shanahan,
2004). Within this range of interventions, code-based reading strategies should
not be overlooked, particularly for students with dyslexia, as their instructional
needs cannot be met by broad comprehension or segmented phonics instruction
(Willis, 2018). This population requires intensive, systematic, multi-sensory
instruction if they are to make sufficient gains in reading. Referencing the script
and my students’ resonance with it, perhaps we should note as a third dimension
of where the research literature and my classroom experience overlap that
students in Reading classes agree that the challenges identified are challenges
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and thus that responses need to be comprehensive. They too agree that high
school Reading cannot just confront one problem.

Considering the Quality of this ABER project

Before addressing the next steps for my future research and classroom
work, it is important to consider how ABER worked as a vehicle in considering
my initial problem of practice. This was most obvious in the generation and
collection of data and how it afforded me the luxury of wearing three hats at once
as teacher, researcher, and artist. ABER also provided me with options to
continue my work within the confines of a pandemic. The logistics of traditional
research were halted with suspension of IRB approvals within my school district
and this approach allowed me to continue the study. I was able to creatively
engage my students in the classroom with a non-fiction fiction text at a time when
school was rarely a priority due the many distractions and emotional stress
created by Covid-19.
This was my first formal foray into ABER research. With so many unknown
variables about the classroom environment, the status of my students’
attendance, and the uncertainties of how they would receive the script and my
requests for their feedback, I needed to fall back on set criteria to make sure that
I was working within a set of expectations. The criteria below outlines the goals
for a quality ABER project.
As Barone and Elliot (2006) proposed, there are three resonant purposes
for embracing ABER methodologies. They are first, that the work creates
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illuminating effects that bring attention to concepts that have been ignored.
Second, the work should promote new questions about the topic being explored
and, lastly, that the findings should offer generalizability allowing for new
connections.

The work creates illuminating effects that bring attention to concepts that
have been ignored.
This is the first time that Reading students have been given an opportunity
to provide their opinion on intervention at this high school. Their thoughts will be
shared with the district Reading Graduation Demonstration Exam Coordinator. It
is my hope that this work will propel positive change for these students and
create further opportunities for their opinions to be considered.
Conversations with the RGDE Coordinator based on this project have
already contributed to adjustments being made for the placement of ELL
students in Reading classes. Placement in Reading, which was once automatic,
will now be a team-based decision, with students having multiple means of
demonstrating their reading proficiency. I also anticipate that the idea of engaging
students with a script about students like them is a tactic the RGDE Coordinator
might help popularize with other Reading teachers.

The work should promote new questions about the topic being explored.
After the quarter that I had students respond to the script, I had
conversations about this work with my building administrators and teachers, and
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we started further discussions about how reading ability could be shared with
classroom teachers for students receiving tier-two intervention due to failing
grades. The MTSS-B (Multi-Tiered Systems of Support for Behavior) team has
asked how general education teachers could be provided with additional staff
development to bolster their abilities to work with struggling readers in the
classroom.
My writing of the script was not, per se, about what other classroom
teachers (i.e., teachers who are not Reading teachers) should do, except to the
extent that the students acknowledged how the existence of Reading class
affected their broader experience of high school. So I think the administrator and
colleague responsiveness to my ideas about reading and the larger instructional
task we face as high school educators points to another dimension of this whole
study: How I am understood as a scholarly practitioner is changing. My use of
ABER and my pending status as an advanced practitioner with a doctorate have
augmented how my voice is considered in our collective educational endeavors.
In this case I am literally being supported in helping us pose new questions about
what we do, why, and whether we should pursue additional or alternative steps.

The findings should offer generalizability allowing for new connections.
This work addresses a variety of issues and targets multiple groups. The
characters within the script shed light on such issues as ELLs, Special
Education, Dyslexia, Curriculum, and Diversity/Equity and the more general
stigma of being marked as a high school student who still needs help with
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reading. It is my hope that students, teachers, and administrators would all be
able to read/view the play and be able to learn something new, or be inspired to
consider something in a new way.
I know this can happen, because I surprised myself when I found that I
had overlooked an entire subgroup of students (students who enjoy reading and
find Reading class a safe place). In developing Liam, I was further reminded of
the complex identities within my Reading classes and the ever present need to
find new and exciting ways to challenge and engage them. More broadly, I found
that students who varied in their engagement and wariness about reading and
Reading class were broadly willing to engage with a text that was ‘about them’
(albeit a fictional rendering of them).

Revisiting the Five Core Challenges

In the early stages of this research, I proposed five core challenges for
reading instruction in my district. Upon reflection, I still agree with these
statements and propose new ways for approaching reading Instruction, based on
the discoveries made during the ABER process. I will retouch on these
challenges and explain my experiences
The First Two Challenges: Credits and Motivation
The first two challenges I identified were (1) Enrollment inhibits a student’s
ability to earn credits needed for graduation and (2) Participation prevents access
to classes of interest and those that students find motivating. Placement in
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Reading classes must be a careful team decision with all stakeholders involved
(Brooks & Rodela, 2018; emphasis added). Students are all too often left out of
the equation, creating a situation where Reading is something done to them
without their permission instead of something pursued with them so that they can
reach their goals. Student engagement and interests should be considered and
clear entrance and exit criteria for reading intervention be shared with students
throughout the time they are enrolled in intervention classes.
The third and fourth: Test scores and ELL students
The third and fourth challenges I identified were (3) Using test scores for
placement can wrongly identify students needing reading support and (4)
Reading classes are not ELL classes, and placement in these classes can keep
ELL students from exposure to content, limit their opportunity to work with
content specific vocabulary and separate them from strong peer and adult
language models. Placement in Reading classes should include a thorough
assessment of student strengths and skills. The MAP exam should only be one
factor of many when determining placement, and the sometimes fraught nature
of even diagnostic test-taking itself for some students ought to be considered.
Student data collected during the MDT process where their skills are assessed
by more sensitive and accurate tools should be considered. It should also be
considered that students' disabilities may impact their ability to perform on the
MAP. Students with anxiety and attention can perform poorly on standardized
measures despite having strong skills. If they are able to pass general education
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classes with supports and accommodations aligned with their disability, a reading
intervention class should not be an automatic response to a low MAP score.
While I have learned that making the MAP exam and the connected
reading interventions “go away” is not an appropriate response for all kids not
wanting to take Reading class, students should be considered as more than
numbers on a spreadsheet and placed based on scores alone.
In regards to MAP testing, ELL students at high schools where ELL
services are waived by parents should be allowed the same rights and privileges
as ELL students who do receive services. In this district that means that the MAP
test cannot be an obstacle to graduation. Reading classes can be opportunities
for support only if a student’s educational team deems it helpful, but a low MAP
score should not be a rationale for placement in Reading class if the student is
doing well in general education classes sans additional support. ELL students
should be placed in classes where there are strong language models and rich
vocabulary exposure (Ortega, 2015). That means the inclusion of ELLs in the
general curriculum usually makes more sense than pull-out or targeted reading
intervention.
The Last Challenge: Disproportionate representation
Finally, (5) Reading courses unfairly and disproportionately target students
of color and students of poverty. The opportunity gap persists for young people of
color and those of poverty (Carter & Welner, 2013). I acknowledge that Reading
Intervention classes can be a positive intervention, but I, as a white woman of
some means, cannot alone assume what is best. The education-debt remains
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unpaid (Ladson-Billings, 2006) and we can no longer see students as a problem
to be fixed, or a bill that can be paid and forgotten.
Young people who have been consistently underserved deserve to have
teachers and administrators fighting to make sure that their placement in
intervention courses brings them closer to their goals, not farther from them. “Too
many young people leave our schools with identities as poor readers and
failures, a situation that cautions us, first to do no harm. Programs that
exacerbate youth’s negative identity constructions abound ...and there are more
positive alternatives” (Greenleaf & Hinchman, 2009, p. 11).
Reading classes are not the enemy, but these Reading classes must be
places where students can receive high academic challenges, asset-oriented
teaching, and inquiry-based environments. They should be places where reader
identities are bolstered positively, not cut down by reminders that who they are is
not good enough. They need to be able to see themselves, see their voices and
experiences respected, and know that you (i.e., me or a teacher like me) see
them. My acts of editing in response to their feedback literally showed that I was
listening and responding to their expert feedback (and they are experts on what it
is like to be in a Reading Support class). At least for the script and script-editing
processes, I proved that I was an educator they could trust, which is not
automatic in a class that can feel stigmatizing.
Through this project, I hope that their voices were heard, and it is my hope
that the world will keep listening and including them in the important
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conversations that shape their futures. Their words are honest, hopeful, and
contain answers for better educational practices.
Some readers may challenge my writing and voice concern that I did not
include enough in the script to fully address issues of race. I would agree that I
did not push the limits and touch on ideas that I have asserted earlier as
essential (critical and anti-colonizing theories in education). My reasoning is that
as a white woman, they are not my stories to tell. I can not attempt to recreate
the experiences of my black and brown students, as they are not my lived
experiences. For those brave enough to take on such a challenging experience
and coaching to do such a job well would be necessary (Holmes & Parker, 2016).
If the students in this research had shared specific information pertaining to race,
I would have included their perspectives. Since they did not, I focused on the
reading experiences they did share.
Plans and Possibilities: Next Steps for my Script
This ABER project built upon Chicana feminist epistemology and the
theory of testimonio (which among many other things is a reminder that these
theories also shed insight on some students who are neither Chicano/a nor
female). Following this example, research participants are to be involved in all
stages of the research process (Huber, 2009). While I already involved students
in reading and editing this script that was ‘about them” one next step will be
including students in the presentation of the script as an academic and artistic
endeavor.
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I realized early on that having students enrolled in a Reading Intervention
class read/perform a play in front of a live audience could be daunting. In my
experience, students shy away from reading aloud in front of their peers, and
many have shared with me that their fear of sounding stupid can make such a
task a terrifying endeavor. Honoring this point yet not seeing this as an
impermeable obstacle to sharing this piece of art and abandoning the chance to
offer a live reading/performance, I have considered this an opportunity to include
other teenage voices and perspectives in this process as I explain below the next
heading.

Additional perspectives and opportunities for growth
Since my own years as a high school student I have been actively
involved in the forensics community (speeches and debates, not cadavers and
medical examiners) for nearly thirty years. I am proud to share that as an
assistant and volunteer coach, I have had the privilege of guiding many students
to state and national success. In this process, I have learned that many
teenagers, despite their limited experiences in life and acting, can be amazing
story tellers. I also have learned that they are mature enough to study a story
considering all the aspects of the material, even that which must be discovered
from reading between the lines (i.e., character analysis and background
research). The most successful student actors are able to determine motivation,
react to the writing appropriately and thus recreate realistic emotional
experiences for their audiences.
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It is to these talented performers that I would turn to assist me in telling the
stories of students who may be too shy to recount them on their own. At my high
school, speech generally attracts students engaged in the school experience.
Overall they tend to have good grades, and enroll in advanced coursework
(Catteral, 1992). As such there is only occasional overlap between students of
these profiles and those in Reading courses. For these more successful and
confident students, reading, analyzing, and connecting to students different from
them would provide a powerful opportunity to create empathy and understanding
for people different from them. For my reading students, seeing their stories told
accurately by students who clearly care about the message being shared would
hopefully create a similar response in them. I know this would need to be
pursued carefully and respectfully, but I think it is possible to meet both of those
conditions and to imagine a school that is more cohesive and inclusive as a
favorable outcome.
Of course, if I can get Reading students to be brave enough to take on the
challenge of being a performer, it would be a dream come true. A meaningful
experience with the arts can build attachment to school, and bolster academic
performance (Deasy, 2002). As struggling readers, being able to see themselves
represented in print already proved powerful. Being able to participate as an
actor in the performance could prove even more empowering. Perhaps best of all
would be a scenario that mixed actors who participate in forensics with those
who participate in my courses, with those in either group having insights to share
with the other.
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The Audience - powerful stakeholders
As a classroom teacher, I acknowledge that I have power in influencing
the lives of my students. However, I also acknowledge that my ability to create
district-wide change remains limited by my access to the meetings where actual
policy for education is made official. While my own contributions as a building
reading facilitator and department chair carry some clout, my students and I
remain at the mercy of those who pull more rank.
By bringing a performance of this script staged by the district’s own
students to colleagues, administrators, and district leaders, it would bring a new
level of awareness to those that have the power to create policy and change in
the area of reading intervention. To lay the groundwork for this opportunity, I have
already piqued the interest of our district RGDE coordinator, and through the
duration of the project, maintained the interest and support of my school’s
administration. I look forward to recruiting actors and taking this next step in my
ABER experience.
ABER in the classroom, opportunities for teacher reflection and learning
At the most basic level, I do hope to share this script and my experience
with ABER with my fellow teachers. As friends and co-workers, they have been
supportive of my work (and encouraging of my pursuit of a doctorate), but they
have not yet been privy to a full reading of the finished script. I hope that they
would be able to identify how powerful the ABER experience proved to be in my
assessment of student needs, learning preferences, abilities, and interests. While
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I would not ask that they implement the entire script “as is” in their own
classrooms, I would be delighted if they were to use a portion of it with their own
students as they work to develop reader profiles. I would be greatly honored if
they were to find inspiration in my research and create their own
classroom-based art to use as a means to further give voice to under-heeded
populations and then use what they hear to inform improved classroom practice
for all students.

In this chapter, I have been able to revisit the orienting questions
established early on in this work. These were the directives that helped me to
keep my dissertation focused on the needs of the students in my classroom.
Because of the ABER methods employed in this study, it was important for me to
use a set of standards relative to the type of project that I had chosen to do. I feel
confident that I was able to address the three resonant purposes of quality ABER
research as my work brought attention to key issues, challenged readers to
question current practices, and pushed me to consider new possibilities for the
script, and my classroom instruction. I then, in a sense, returned to the
beginning and re-examined the five core challenges that led to my initial decision
to pursue high school reading intervention as my problem of practice. While I did
not solve these problems, I do feel that I was able to shed light on the issues that
I was most concerned about. Finally, I provided some insight into what
possibilities continue to inspire and encourage my creative, professional and
scholarly curiosities.
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AFTERWORD
“I alone cannot change the world, but I can cast a stone across the waters to
create many ripples.”
― Mother Teresa

As I wrote the last words on my dissertation, one of my great
disappointments was that in all, I was unable to solve the problems of high
school reading instruction. It was my hope that my work would create ripples of
change. Perhaps it did, but a rock tossed in the ocean creates ripples that are
hard to see. I understand that solving a monumental problem through a
dissertation is unexpected, but in the infancy of this endeavor, it was my hope.
Instead of ground breaking revelations, my final chapter closed with
recommendations for best practice and only a summary of the modest things I
was able to accomplish. Given that my time at the University was coming to an
end, I accepted the humble results of the study and committed a final draft to the
care of my committee. Then, two weeks before my defense, I received an
unsettling email from my principal.
Big Changes
In this email, I learned that there would be significant changes to high
school reading programming beginning in the 2021-2022 school year. The
previous board policy (under which I drafted my dissertation) required that
students remain enrolled in a reading class until they were able to demonstrate
their proficiency on the Reading Graduation Demonstration Exam (RGDE). Early
this spring, this policy was revoked, opening the path to changes. Unbeknownst
to teachers and building level administration, within weeks of this shift in board
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policy, major changes were enacted by district level leadership. Administrators
and teachers (myself included) were suddenly scrambling to respond to the
news.
Change For The Better
What we learned in many ways, was positive. I was delighted to see the
very directives for best practice outlined in my dissertation were being put into
action. Reading courses were not to be dissolved but enrollment reduced to
serve only a specific population, special education students. In efforts to provide
the best instruction for these students, the district purchased the newest version
of the Scholastic reading program, Read 180. This highly regarded program
flexes to meet the needs of students with proficiency levels ranging from the 1st
grade reading level to the high school reading level and progresses along with
the student as their skills improve. Buildings were also encouraged to have
these courses taught by reading specialists, and special education staff equipped
to meet the instructional needs of the students enrolled. In addition to a vast
improvement in curriculum, I also discovered that this change in policy addressed
each of the five core challenges for high school Reading classes presented in my
dissertation.
Challenge one - Enrollment inhibits a student’s ability to earn credits
needed for graduation
Many students were required to take up to forty hours of Reading, in which
no credit was granted. As a result district leaders determined that moving
forward, only students with Individual Education Plans (IEPs) who have a
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reading goal would be placed in high school Reading courses. This was
providing that they had not already met the 216 cut score on the MAP reading
assessment. It was also determined that students who remained enrolled in
Reading courses would also be allowed up to ten credits in English for their
participation.
Challenge two - Participation prevents access to classes of interest and
those that students find motivating.
By freeing general education students, and students in special education
without IEP reading goals, students would be allowed greater choice in their
coursework. The elective credit previously offered for Reading classes could be
replaced by elective courses of interest and those needed to ensure on-time
graduation.
Challenge three - Using test scores for placement can wrongly identify
students needing reading support. For example, special education
students whose primary disabilities are in the areas of behavior, attention,
and anxiety may test poorly, but be competent readers. AND Challenge 4 Reading classes are not designed to be ELL (English language learner)
classes, and placement in these classes can keep ELL students from
exposure to content, limit their opportunity to work with content specific
vocabulary, and separate them from strong peer and adult language
models AND Challenge 5 - Reading courses unfairly and disproportionately
target students of color and students of poverty.
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In my building, the number of students moving out of Reading classes
halved the number of sections offered. Students who would remain in Reading
class would all have IEPs, meaning their placement in the course would be a
team decision not placement based on one data point (a MAP Reading score).
An IEP team includes the student, parent, IEP manager, classroom teacher(s),
and a building representative. Yearly, these individuals review student classroom
performance and progress on IEP goals to determine the appropriate goals,
accommodations and interventions needed. These meetings may also include
input form a school psychologist, who provides data from a range of
assessments, further ensuring that students are placed in Reading classes only
when necessary.
One Important Question
These positive changes were wonderful, but Reading teachers across the
district were asking an important question, “What about the kids who don’t have
IEPs who are still not proficient readers?”. After the announcement of the
changes in Reading placement and curriculum, Reading teachers brought
attention to the fact that Reading classes provide not only instruction in Reading,
but support for content area learning as well. Teachers shared stories of
students who came in before and after school to get help with reading and
vocabulary intensive assignments from social studies, science, and elective
courses. In buildings where services for English Language Learners are not
provided, teachers reported that their Reading classrooms served as a space for
students needing language supports not just for coursework, but for help
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navigating the social complexities of high school (i.e. pep rallies, prom, and
registration for classes). When the question was shared with district level
leadership, their response was to push the responsibility to the multi-level
systems of support (MTSS) teams found in each building.
As a member of my building MTSS team, I was quite aware that while our
MTSS behavioral (MTSS-B) team was a leader in the district, with data to
support our success. The MTSS academic (MTSS-A) branch of the program
was yet to be fully developed. The teacher leaders on this committee who would
be expected to plan and implement academic interventions are amazing
educators, but have had no training in the area of reading. When the
administrator leading our team was asked what directives she had received from
the district concerning how to move forward with reading support, she had
nothing to share. The district had not provided such instructions or resources.
Next Steps
So, here lies my opportunity for the future, or the “next steps” not included
in my dissertation. I have been asked by my district curriculum specialists to help
create materials, training, and intervention plans that will hopefully bolster
building MTSS-A services. I am thrilled to be able to put what I have learned
from my research into meaningful action.
In the Fall of 2019 when I selected testimonio and Arts Based Educational
Research (ABER) methods, I did so because of its power for social justice and
my desire to give voice to students who are not heard. I learned much from
sharing the play with my classes and it will be their connections and reactions
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that will be in my head and heart as I do this work for them. It is clear to me now,
that during the writing of my dissertation, I had overlooked one important thing;
the power of students when they are actively involved in the research process.
The ripples they create, can make waves.
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APPENDIX C – Revised Script
Lights come up on five student desks. The desks face a
whiteboard/chalkboard positioned stage left. The desks should cheat out so
students' faces are in view. A teacher (middle aged, female) enters stage left.
She moves efficiently, smiling as she takes books from a bookshelf stage left to
place them onto empty desks. All but one student trickles into the room.
ANNA (female, teenager) enters quietly from stage right, and sits demurely in
the center desk. LIAM (male, teenager – appears young for his age) and JOSE
(male, teenager who also appears young for his age) enter stage right
roughhousing. They then sit in the first two stage right chairs where they
continue their rowdy interaction. HIROSHI (male, teenager) enters and meets
the teacher at the board with an open Chromebook. He talks quietly with her
about the image on the screen, taking his seat when the bell rings.
TEACHER: Good morning class. (LIAM and JOSE have continued chatting, and
are now looking at something on their cell phones and laughing loudly). Excuse
me gentlemen (students look up, but then return to their screens. Teacher walks
over to the teens). Put the phones away, or they are mine. (Teacher returns to
the front of the room, pausing to look back at the boys). Move back to your
assigned seats as well. (JOSE smiles, but picks up his backpack to return to his
actual seat positioned between ANNA and HIROSHI. Teacher checks
attendance on her laptop, looks up at the empty desk). Has anyone seen John?
(Students look around and shrug. Teacher inputs the tardy/truancy and looks up
to begin class, she references the agenda on the board).
Class, today our plan is to look at our Article of the Week, get a peek at our new
vocabulary words, and spend some time working with our text Tangerine. This
week’s article is so interesting. I can’t wait for you to read it (Teacher passes out
a handout of The Article of the Week and returns to the front of the room). First,
at the top of your paper, you will answer the pre-reading question. What I want
you to think about is “Would you ever . . . “ (class is interrupted when JOHN
enters walking in front of all desks clearly enjoying that he is disrupting
instruction. He does NOT have a backpack, unlike the others. He sits and strikes
up a conversation with JOSE. Teacher smiles sincerely, and gives the student a
book and handout directing his eyes to the board)
Thanks for coming today. We are answering the pre-reading question, “Would
you ever eat a bug? Explain why you would or would not eat a bug? Also explain
why someone would do the opposite of you?”. ( All students begin to write except
for JOHN. Teacher goes to his desk and kneels down). Good to see you John.
You haven’t been here for a while, what’s been up? (JOHN shrugs, indifferently).
Well, I’m glad you’re here. Do you know what to do on this? (Student nods.
Teacher offers JOHN a pencil, which he takes. Lights dim as all students work, a
single light focuses on JOHN’s desk).
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JOHN: Would you ever eat a bug? (He messes with his pencil, but does not
write). No. Why? Because I wouldn’t. Why would someone do the opposite of
you? How the hell would I know. I hate this trash class. (Breaks the 3rd wall and
addresses the audience, during the remainder of the monologue other characters
should freeze. JOHN is free to move around the space, but does not interact
with the other characters).
You know how many times I’ve had high school Reading Ideas? Six
times. That is six semesters of reading. If you’re any good at math, you’ve
figured out I’m a junior. (Picks up Tangerine) This is the second time I’ve read
this book. Oh yeah, and I did read it. Surprised? Ah, I see. You think that
every kid in Reading class can’t read. I suppose that’s a fair guess, but it’s not
true.
See, we all had to take a test. It’s called the MAP, and for the record, it
sucks. One, it takes forever to finish, and two it’s boring as hell. So you take
this test and then a few days later the teacher, or your admin, or somebody tells
you your score. I don’t remember all the numbers, but mine were bad. When I
first took the test, I didn’t try. I just clicked answers. Another time, I was going to
try, but this administrator was giving the test in a testing room, instead of my
usual teacher in class. Do you know Mr.? Smith? No? Lucky you. That guy is a
dick. I walked in the room and right away he was all “put your phone away”
“don’t sit there, you have to sit here”. I just wanted to finish so I could get out of
there and be done. Now when I know there is a test, I just don’t come to school.
I’m only here today because if I don't I’ll get in trouble.
I’m on probation for some stupid stuff I did last summer. Anyway, the
judge said I’d have to live somewhere else if my attendance doesn’t improve. I
live with my mom and she is all worried so she’s on my case. I’ve got a tracker
that comes to school, which sucks. Oh, and the tracker never comes during the
really boring classes, she comes in the afternoon so I miss Team Sports to talk to
her.
I like Team Sports. I’ve got like a 89% in that class. It would be an A, but
I don’t always dress out. I don’t get that. It’s not like I’m going to get sweaty
playing badminton. Oh and it’s BAD like not good, and MEN like dudes and
TON like heavy, not BAT MITTON, people always say MITTEN, like a glove.
Drove me nuts the whole unit. Coach Johnson is cool, so I go to her class. I
come to this class too, even though the class sucks.
You now, They should let kids take classes they actually need instead of
wasting their time in Reading. Like someday, I want to be a barber. I want to
have my own business. I’m really good at it, you can ask anybody. A while ago
I cut my cousin’s hair, and people thought it was professional. So, like why can’t I
take a business class, and learn about how to be a boss? Instead, I’m here,
reading a book I’ve already read, and writing about eating bugs. (JOHN sits,
looks at the board) Would I eat a bug? (Thoughtful pause, but does not write)
You know, actually, I think I would. Like, I’d try it if they were cooked or seasoned
or something. They are high in protein and good for you. Yeah. I read that, not
that anyone would believe me (JOHN sits, turns toward the front of class. He
writes nothing, but attends to instruction).
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TEACHER: Okay, pencils down. Let’s talk about your answers. The pre-reading
question is “Would you eat a bug”, anyone want to share their answers? (No one
responds, in fact the students avoid eye contact with the teacher). Okay!
(Teacher picks up a can with popsicle sticks inside and reads the name) Anna!
Would you eat a bug?
ANNA: I think eating a bug would be gross, so no, I would not eat a bug?
JOSE: (Does not raise his hand) What kind of bug is it? Like a little ant, or like
one of those big jumping bugs?
LIAM: Like a grasshopper?
JOSE: Yeah, like a grasshopper. I’d never eat a grasshopper? Liam, do you
remember when we stepped on that grasshopper in middle school, and it’s guts
were green.
LIAM: And you had to go to the principal’s office because you were wiping the
guts on people.
JOSE: Yeah, that was so funny. WE always had to go to the principal’s office in
middle school.
(Lights dim as all students freeze, a single light focuses on ANNAs desk)
ANNA: Arrrgh. This class is so frustrating. I hate reading so much. Reading
class is full of kids like Liam and Jose. They mess around, get off topic, and
make it impossible for kids who actually do their work to do it. I know they are
just 9th graders and I shouldn’t expect them to act like me and my friends, but we
are juniors and juniors just don’t act that way.
Yeah, I’m a junior and still in Reading class. It’s not because I’m stupid,
because I’m not. Actually, I’m really smart. My IEP manager showed me that my
IQ is right up there with kids who can read really well. I have dyslexia, and that is
why I need extra reading practice. The problem is in this class, I don’t really get
to work on the things that help my dyslexia.
I understand a story and can answer all kinds of questions when it is read to me.
And even when I read super slow on my own, I usually understand what is on the
page. I just really suck at sounding out words. I especially hate reading aloud in
front of the class because I read so slow.
In elementary school I used to get reading help in a small group, and
sometimes by myself. I worked on just the sounds I needed practice on, and I
had sight words to study. I liked that. I really felt like I got a little better each day.
I remember that the teachers would have me say the word, trace the word, and
write the word and I would practice lots of word parts. All that was to help my
brain remember better. Mrs. Kramer likes to do that, but she has to work with me
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by myself during class time and that is embarrassing, not to mention impossible
with having to stop all the time to tell kids to be quiet, or to do their work.
I don’t know if I’ll ever pass this test and until I do. I’m stuck here.
(Lights come up, class resumes)
Teacher: Thanks for sharing your answers. Remember, if you didn’t write down
your thinking on the article, do that. At the end of the week I want to see this
article annotated with all your connections and questions. I’m going to read the
article the first time through, make sure you follow along and box any words that
are new to you.
This article is titled, “Why can’t bugs be grub?” It says, “Researchers are
studying why some people think eating insects is gross — and how to change
that.” (during this article introduction LIAM and JOSE have started to whisper
across the room, making faces, and laughing). Liam, can you tell me who wrote
the article?
LIAM: (Stops messing around, looks around the room while JOSE laughs that
his friend got in trouble. Liam scans the paper and answers). EsTHer Landhuis.
TEACHER: Thank you. Okay, Jose, since you have been talking when you
needed to be reading, you are going to take over reading. You know that is my
rule.
JOSE: What!? Oh man. (Sighs, hesitates, but then picks up paper and starts to
read) “One Friday morning in May, 11-year old Sarah Nihan went to school and
did something she had never done before. She pulled a dry-roasted cricket out
of a bowl and carefully lifted it to her mouth. “At first I was a little iffy.” Sarah
admits. “I made the mistake of looking it in the eyes.””
Gross.
TEACHER: Good comment. If anyone else thought that part of the article was
gross, that is a good place to annotate. Underline what was gross, and add your
thoughts. I’ll give you a moment to do that.
(Lights dim as all students freeze, a single light focuses on HIROSHIs desk)
HIROSHI: What is this word, dry-roasted? And why the girl say that she is a
little iffy? What does that mean? I know she is eating a bug, and that can be
gross, so maybe iffy means a little gross? I will box it like Mrs. Kramer says and
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look it up or ask her about it later. Mrs. Kramer knows that I can read in
Japanese. In my old school in Japan I was one of the best students in my class,
but here my English is not very good. I need to pass the MAP test, but it is very
hard. Mrs. Kramer says that it is not weird for ELL kids to not do good on tests
with multiple choice. I know the answer but the choices don’t match my answer.
Mrs. Kramer says that the vocabulary words in the choices can make it hard for
me to choose the best one.
I am studying hard. I bring home things to read and work on at home
even if they are not due right away. I want to practice so I can pass the Reading
test and the ELPA test for English. My family speaks only Japanese at home, but
here at school I try to use all English. I have some friends that talk with me and
that helps me get better. In other schools in this city there is an ELL teacher to
help students, and kids do not have to go to Reading class. But this school is by
my house, so my parents signed a paper that said I did not need ELL help.
Sometimes I wish that I have ELL help, but my teachers are good and help. Mrs.
Kramer will help me too. She is good at helping me edit my papers, but usually I
go after school. She is very busy during class teaching Reading so she cannot
help me with my English very much during class.
(Lights come up, class resumes)
TEACHER: Thank you Jose for reading. I’ll give you a break and read the next
paragraph. “At the time, Sarah was a fifth grader at Ellis School in Fremont, N.H.
Before her language-arts class held its’ bug buffet, the students had learned all
about the benefits of eating
JOSE: (Interrupts, does not raise his hand). Can I go to the restroom?
TEACHER: After we are done reading the article together. Uhhh (scans article)
Okay, “the students had learned all about the benefits of eating insects. Packed
with protein and vitamins, insects are quite nutritious. And raising them takes far
less land and water than raising traditional livestock, such as cattle. So as a food
source, insects are better for the planet.” The author has given us a very good
reason why people might eat bugs. Is that a good enough reason for you? Does
she make you want to eat a bug yet? Go ahead and make a comment here.
JOSE: I have to go the bathroom Mrs. Kramer. I can’t wait. It’s an emergency.
TEACHER: Fine, but you need a pass. (Teacher writes pass and hands it to
JOSE who grabs the pass)
(Lights dim as all students freeze, a single light focuses on JOSE)
JOSE: I’m not going to the bathroom. I just need a break. This is a block
schedule school and classes are super long. 90 minutes! Who can sit that long?
Besides, Reading is an easy class. I mean, sure, Mrs. Kramer talked to me
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yesterday, and had to call my parents because I am failing now, but I could get
everything caught up before the end of the term. She like, made a plan with me.
I wish she was my Algebra teacher, that lady is so mean. She’s like, “you are
missing 32 assignments and have not passed the last two tests. If you do not
pass every test with an A you are not going on to the next term”. Who cares, I
don’t need Algebra. I don’t need Reading either. I’m going to be famous. I’m into
music, like I write my own stuff. I’m gonna be the next Lil Rob, or Kid Frost only
bigger. You should check me out on You Tube, or you can follow me if ya want.
(Buzz sound, Jose, looks at his phone) Hey, I gotta meet up with somebody. If I
don’t get back before the bell, tell Mrs.Kramer to keep my stuff for me. I’ll get it
after lunch, if I don’t go home that is. (JOSE exits).
(Lights come up, class resumes)
TEACHER: Back to the article. Would anyone like to read aloud? (no hands).
That’s okay, you’ll be rereading this article on your own tomorrow. Everyone, we
are picking up on the third paragraph. “The kids wrote essays on the
environmental and health benefits of eating bugs, or entomophagy. They read a
book about a student who ate a stink bug as defense against a bully. They
watched videos of Asian people relishing tarantula burgers. Yet Sarah still had to
brace herself and count to three before popping that bacon-and cheese-flavored
cricket into her mouth. “I told myself that I’m not going to lose to a bug,” she
says. But after chewing a few seconds, she cringed.
LIAM: (raises hand)
TEACHER: Yes Liam.
LIAM: What’s that word? The “e” one?
TEACHER: Ooo, that’s a good one. Let’s break it apart and look at it. (Teacher
writes ENTOMOPHAGY on the board). Do we see any words from our
morphology study?
ANNA: (looking at her notes) ENTOM is about insects. We talked about how
Hiroshi’s dad is an entomologist at the University.
TEACHER: That’s right. Okay, let’s circle the vowels so we can break the word
into smaller parts. Every syllable has a what?
ANNA, LIAM, HIROSHI, JOHN: Vowel
TEACHER: Okay, let’s give it a try: EN-TUH-MAH-FUH-JEE. Does it help us
know the meaning of the word?
JOHN: (Doesn’t raise his hand). Not really, but the definition is right there.
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TEACHER: You are correct. Would you mind reading that sentence?
JOHN: (Sighs). Sure. The kids wrote essays on the environmental and health
benefits of eating bugs, or entomophagy.
TEACHER: Remember what we learned about context clues. John remembered
one of our clues and saw that word “or”. That “or” let the reader know that the
definition or another way of saying a word or phrase was coming up next.
LIAM: So the word means essays on the environmental and health benefits of
eating bugs.
JOHN – They made a word for that?
KRAMER- They sure did. Go ahead and box that word if it is new to you. Are
there any other words in that paragraph that stumped you?
HIROSHI – What is cringed?
KRAMER – Can anyone help Hiroshi out?
ANNA – Doesn’t it mean like to move away when something is scary.
KRAMER – Yeah, it looks a bit like this (Cringes). I would cringe if I saw a spider.
I might cringe if I looked in some of your nasty backpacks.
HIROSHI – So it can be like you are afraid, and like you are (pause for thinking)
grossed out.
KRAMER – Yes! Go ahead and box that word if you don’t know it, but also take
an opportunity to make a connection here. What makes you cringe? (Looks at
watch) Oh no! It’s already 2:00. It is an early out P.L.C. day, so we are out of
time reading together. The last paragraph is homework, please bring it home
and add comments, questions and connections. Can somebody tell everyone
What are you going to do with the article tonight?
ALL: (mumble). Bring this home for homework, add comments, questions, and
connections.
KRAMER: Excellent! And remember, if you want to hang out after school to
work on your homework, I will be here until PLC meetings start. Please stay at
your desks until the bell. Liam, can I talk to you for a min.
(Liam’s posture slumps. He stands to meet Kramer where she is organizing
books)
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LIAM: Yes, Mrs. Kramer.
KRAMER: (Calmly) Hey Liam, I wanted to ask you how things are going?
LIAM: (Looking down at the floor) Fine, I guess.
KRAMER: Hey, I wanted to talk to you about your focus in class.
LIAM: Yeah.
KRAMER: You surprise me because of how you act sometimes.
LIAM: (shrugs)
KRAMER: I’ve had you in class before and you were focused and on task. You
really seemed to care about your reading then.
LIAM: Yeah.
KRAMER: So what is different this quarter?
LIAM: Jose.
KRAMER: So, how can I help? I know Jose is your friend, and I don’t want to
make Reading totally boring so you can’t hang out with him in class. But you
see, this is a hard place for a teacher because it’s my job to help you be a better
reader. Should I move your seat again?
LIAM: No, I’ll try to be better.
KRAMER: Okay, but let me know how I can help. I’d like you to figure this out on
your own, but if things don’t improve, I’ll have to step in with some consequences
so you can refocus.
LIAM: Yes, Mrs. Kramer.
(Lights dim, everyone but LIAM freezes, a single light focuses on LIAM)
LIAM: I feel bad that Mrs. Kramer is mad at me. She is a nice teacher. I really
like her class. I know most kids don’t like Reading, but I do. This class is easy!
All my other classes are so hard, and teachers don’t help me to be able to read
the textbooks, and take notes. Mrs. Kramer helps me and I like the books she
has us read. They are interesting. Like that eating bugs thing, that was kind of
good. And I think when I read science things like that it helps me when I have to
go to Science and read things that are hard.
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I know I shouldn’t talk to Jose so much, but I don’t have many friends.
Jose and I are some of the only kids that came here from our Middle School. I
don’t have lunch with any of them, so this class is when I get to, you know, talk. I
don’t like to get in trouble and cause problems, but Jose is so funny. I guess we
get carried away.
(Bell Rings – students, including LIAM, pack up and leave. TEACHER begins to
stack chairs on desks. It is suddenly very quiet after the noise of dismissal, just
the “thunk” of the chair legs on desks)
(Lights dim again. A single light focuses on TEACHER)
TEACHER: I really love these kids, but this is such a challenging course for me
to teach. I know that I’m not alone in thinking that. Reading is a class that is
hard for lots of high school English teachers. English teachers get stuck with
these classes, and hardly any of us have the training needed to teach high
school reading. Elementary and Middle School teachers learn how to teach
Reading in college, but not most of us were planning to teach high school.
I know these kids need more small group and individual intervention, but
doing that with a class of twenty or more kids seems impossible. I don’t even
know what things I need to work on in small groups. Kids with dyslexia need
special structured individualized help that I don’t know how to give. And then
there’s the kids that are in here, but don’t really need to be. Those kids probably
are the hardest for me. They come to class frustrated, annoyed, and bored
because they know this isn’t right.
The curriculum guide doesn’t give me much guidance. I have books, but
kids have already read them if they’ve been in Reading for more than a couple of
years. The curriculum is also written to help kids get ready for the old Reading
test. It doesn’t really help them with the MAP test, so I have created everything
on my own.
I try not to be negative, because I do want to help these kids. I do like the
challenge to read and create new things for them. It’s just that they are great
kids, and they deserve something better, I’m just not sure what that is.
(Lights come up, just enough to illuminate a broader area of the stage. Teacher
gathers her things and walks to the door. She pauses to look over the empty
classroom thoughtfully, before she turns and leaves)
(Lights Out)
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Timeline
Early Fall 2017 - Identification of 5 Core Challenges
Late Fall 2017 - Early draft of Literature Review
Early Spring 2018 - Development of orienting questions
Mid Spring 2018 - Decision to utilize Qualitative Methodology
Late Spring 2018 - Defined research setting
Early Fall 2018 - Drafting of rationale for study
Late Fall 2018 - first proposal for research utilizing autoethnography
Fall 2019 - Decision to shift to testimonio, and ABER methods
Spring 2020 - Rough plan for use of testimonio and ABER methods drafted and
presented to committee for approval
June/July 2020 - Writing of script, sharing of early draft with committee
August 2020 - Completion of Student Interest Inventories and portion of Student
Reading Profiles
Early September 2020 - Read through with students.
Mid September 2020 - Processing of student feedback (highlights, interest
inventories, reading profiles)
Late September 2020 - Adding information from feedback to Reading Profiles.
Early/Mid October 2021 - Rewrite and editing of script
Late October 2021 - Sharing of script and findings with students
October/November 2021 - Written dissertation assembled and expanded
January - April 2021 - Revisions

